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1. Discussion of_the Findinss 
'.rhe evidence which has been presented has shown the 
family to be the basic unit; of society in two senses: firs,t;, 
it supplies the bearers of public roles with family reasons 
for being placed where they are; and secondly, by accepting 
the responsibility of producing and socializing children, 
it is the maker of society. Because the family is so 
strongly implicated with the general society in these 
two ways an integrated relal;ion with the whole would seem 
to be important, It was found, however, that the relation 
of these Sydney families to the whole society was marked 
by dislocation in two ways. First of all, each one was 
separated from vast sections of the community by its class 
distinctiveness, and, secondly, it was surrounded by other 
families whose basic values might well be different from 
its own. '.rhe result was that families had little or no 
sense of membership in a total society. According to the 
way in which they believed their own interests were related 
to what they knew of the existing society, the parents of 
families adopted different attitudes of social responsibility, 
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and imparted these to their children. l'hus the families, 
in their role of makers of society, endowed it with in-
stability. 
Because of this divergence of interests the integration 
of families into the wider society depended almost entirely 
on co-operation between them for the only important interests 
they had in common with !11 other families, i.e. for securing 
money as a means of exchange for furthering their particular 
interests - and for educating their children to do the 
same. For these respective purposes fathers and children 
went out of the family circle to associate with others in 
secondary relationships. As their endeavou:rsin both situ-
ations were primarily instrumental to private ends, and 
not to a collective end shared with those with whom they 
were associating, these relationships were strongly charac-
terized by individual achievement and competitive striving. 
Thus the mechanism which integrated families into the larger 
soc:l.ety could alienate them from one another. 'l'his induced 
in the members of many families a sense of unwilling self-
contradiction on account of its contrast with the membership 
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involvement they prized, and sought to practise in the 
l 
family at least. 
'l'he sexual role differentiation between husbands and 
Vlives, for which, we have seen, children are carefully 
prepared, is one which seems to be polarized by this contra-
diction. 'l'he husband strives impersonally in a competitive 
world from which family considerations are excluded, and 
the mother fosters family values protected from the demands 
of occupatior~l achievement. As one partner must be com-
pletely extended to fill a place in the occupational system, 
there can be little overlapping of roles. Thus the method 
of integrating into one society families differing in class 
status and values, by allowing opportunity for self-interested 
striving in an occupations 1 system, entails a tremendous 
pressure towards keeping the adult sex roles distinct. Hence 
the standardization of these roles in all the families of 
~~-----------------------------------------------1 
Parsons (Anshen, 1949, p.l91) has pointed out the 
contrast existing in America between the way of defining 
status, rights and obligations witbin the family by member-
ship as such, and in the occupational system by specific 
achievement. He has written, "Broadly speaking, there is 
no sector of our society where the do~inant patterns stand 
in sharper contrast to those of the occupational world than 
in the family •••• Clearly for two structures with such 
different patterns to play crucially important roles in the 
same society requires a delicate adjustment between them." 
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the sample, even though theories about the ideal roles for 
--
husbands and wives varied. The existence of this pressure 
probably explains why the role of the mother has been so 
unamenable to reshaping by the ideal of release from domestic 
duties. 
Because they experienced a lack of permanent membership 
with others, and particularly, perhaps, because of early 
and prolonged experience of this lack in schools, a high 
proportion of family members chose to follow egoistic satis-
factions side by side with membership satisfactions, and 
there were some who followed them to the exclusion of member-
ship satisfactions. By following multiple values in this 
way, they gained a certain advantage of easy adaptation 
to the society, since this mixture of values seems to have 
become so preponderant as to be a norm; but at the same time 
the internal life of their families was threatened. On 
the other hand, the type of family which was most free from 
internal difficulties, on account of i·ts members seeking 
to keep membership values pure, had a problem of adaptation 
with the wider society. I'hough seeking for consistency in 
membership, such a family could not very well include itself 
in membership with the whole society, because of the two 
sources of dislocation mentioned. It consequently either 
withdrew from wider contacts or sought for membership mainly 
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in the church, and, on the supra-social dimension, in 
religion and culture. Withdrawal was found to be self-
defeating in the objective of preserving purity of member-
ship values. Following the alternative course the family 
became a spiritual cell for resisting the trend to duplicity 
in the culture. •rhe occurrence of certain families of this 
type within the sample supports Zimmerman's view (1947, p.668), 
that the family is not necessarily passive in adjusting to 
a society 1s pattern, but rosy resist society unti 1 the society 
adjusts to itself. ·rhe three family types, therefore, can 
be regarded as different types of response to an urban society 
showing class cleavage and divided in its values. 
One cannot present this conclusion without relating it 
to the large body of literature on the modern family which 
1 
depicts it as changing and, therefore, !_£roblem. Recent 
thought on this subject has been stimulated by earlier 
theorists such as Westermarck (1926), Engels (1942} and 
Spencer {1885), all of whom applied the evolutionary or deve-
lopmental notion to the family, and, as an almost inevitable 
entailment of their conceptual tools, laboured its variability 
and repudiated its permanence. There are now two schools 
--·~------------------------------------~ 
Zimmerman 1 s 11 Family and Ci vi liz a ti on11 , 1947, embodies 
a critique of most of this literature. 
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of thought about the seriousness of the problem which the 
modern family presents and the probable issue from it. One 
of these schools is directly in the evolutionary stream of 
thought initiated by the above writers, and sees the modern 
family as a stage in the progressive betterment of the family, 
whose form must change continually to adapt to changing 
conditions - in the present phase to industrialization and 
urbanization. 'l'he other school considers the evolutionary 
notion is mistakenly applied to the present condition of the 
family, It believes that there is something permanent about 
the social nature of the family, but that from time to time 
the family undergoes decay and subsequent restoration. If 
its present form is different from earlier forms it is not 
because it is evolving but because it is in decline, a 
phase which has been seen in history before. While differing 
in their evaluation of it, however, both schools of thought 
are agreed about the nature of the trend: it is the same 
thing they have in mind. Burgess and Locke (1953), who 
represent the progressive school, describe it as a trend 
from institution to companionship, Zimmerman (1947, pp,672-
704) depicts it as a trend from familism to atomism. The 
change which both formulas aim to capture is one from a 
state of affairs in which the quality of the corporate life 
of the family is the main consideration to one in which the 
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happiness and independence of the individual are placed 
first. 'l'he evolutionists believe this change is good because 
it is "democratic", the traditionalists believe it bad 
because it shows an unwillingness to embrace moral constraint, 
a feature which has marked "the anti-institutional line of 
reasoning dominating western society for some time past." 
(Zimmerman, 1947, p.703). Burgess and Locke (1953, pp.3ll 
and 312) express the opposition between the two types in the 
following way: 
11 l'he unity of the large-patriarchal family was based 
on tradition, the mores, community pressure, law, 
elaborate ritual and ceremony, authority, super-
ordination and subordination of family members, definite 
roles especially in the division of labour, and rigid 
discipline. Most of these factors making for family 
integration are absent or at a minimum in the modern 
urban American family. Unity in i;he companionship 
family develops and is maintained in mutual affection, 
emotional interdependence, sympathetic understanding, 
temperamental compatibility, consensus on family 
objectives and values, family events, celebrations 
and ceremonies, and interdependence of family roles. 
Social pressure of the community, particularly that 
of relatives, friends and neighbours, still exerts 
an influence, although one that is diminis!:'.ing. 
In a society in transition from an agricultural to 
an urban civilization characterized by heterogeneity 
and cultural conflicts, there is not the same uni-
formity in family integration as found in a homogeneous 
society. 11 
If I interpret Zimmerman's concept of familism 
correctly, it appears to contain six chief elements: 
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(1) a large number of children in the family; (2) close 
solidarity with kinsfolk and neighbourhood, with a result-
ing acknowledgment of the right of kin and community to 
prescribe what constitutes proper family conduct; (3) the 
transmission between generations of a traditional definition 
of family roles and a traditional conception of one's place 
in society; (4) strong ties of dependence between family 
members because of the family's multiform functions (in-
cluding the maintenance of its own property, the family 
estate); (5) the acceptance by members of control by the 
family and authority within it; and (6) a high conscious 
valuation placed upon family unity and family life. Opposite 
this Zimmerman places the atomist;ic family of the modern 
city in which these elements are thought to be lacking, 
and in which the members are mainly bent upon egoistic 
1 
satisfactions. 
--~·--------------------------------------------------------1 
Sorokin (1942, p.l87) is another thinker who gravely 
regards the decline from institutionalism or familism. He 
writes, "As it has become more and more contractual, the 
family of the last few decades has grown ever more unstable, 
until it has reached the point of actual disintegration." 
Anshen (1949, pp.3 to 17, and 426 to 435) expresses a similar 
point of view when she writes to show 11 how the decline of 
the family has taken place and how this decline is always 
coincident with the decline of philosophy, morality and 
religion in the life of man" (p.4). 
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In this time of' genera 1 disintegration Zimmerman ( 1949) 
believes that "polariza tionn is developing within the 
society. By that he means a sharp cleavage between those 
who entertain creative ideals for the family and seek to 
1 
restore familism, and chose who entertain negative or 
destructive ideals, attempting to live in families which 
are denied the elemencs of familism, or to live without 
fa~~ly life altogether. He strongly opposes the view ex-
pounded, for example, by Ogburn (1923, pp,240 to 245), that 
there is a cultural determinism making the trend away from 
familism inevitable and irreversible, because of modern 
conditions, and he believes that the issue from the modern 
dilemma will only depend on which cause triumphs in the 
struggle. ·rhe position he opposes regards the decline 
from familism as an inevitable outcome of the necessity 
to grapple with changing conditions in an urban, industrial 
society. Ics followers consider familism to be the product 
of an earlier, rural society, with its domestic economy 
1 
Zimmerman (1947, p,701) considers that "children are 
the fundamental basis of familism 11 , and appears to believe 
that the other elemeni;s of familism flow from the one 
indispensable condition of having a large number of children. 
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1 
and isolation. They not only hold that the structural 
features which lent it cohesion are no longer possible, 
but believe they are no longer necessary; for they believe 
that sexual attraction and the appreciation of companion-
ship are enough to ensure the continuing cohesion of a 
2 
family, and that an experimental style of family life will 
best enable family members to adapt to their complex 
environment and find out in what ways the family can bring 
them most personal happiness. 
While the indices by which the participants in this 
debate claim to detect family change are mainly such ob-
jec ti ve evidences of instability as the hi,;;h rates of 
desertion, divorce, delinquency, adultery and homosexuality, 
one feels that their debate has been conducted too far 
1 
'rhe information which we have on the rural family in 
the two countries of Ireland (Arens berg and Kimba 11, 1940) 
and Sweden (Myrdal, 1941) suggests that it is too sweeping 
a conclusion to tal!e familism for a function of rural 
conditions. In both of these countries farm holdings which 
are too small for sub-division among sons seem to have 
given cause for an a voidance of family responsi bi li ·ty, 
although in different; ways. Among the Irish it has resulted 
in prolonged or permanent bache lor hood, amongst; the Swedes 
in a high incidence of pre-marl tal sexual rela tiona and 
illegitimacy. 
2 
His belief in the sufficiency of these factors for a 
family basis causes Folsom ( 1940) to describe this form as 
the "reproductive-emotional family'!. 
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removed from the empirical study of conbemporary family 
1 
sbruc cure for it to be very profibable. When placed 
against a background of field research, the alternatives 
2 
which they presenb appear too dramatically exaggerabed. 
One is prompted, first of a 11, to ask how far the six main 
elements of familism have disappeared? And, a more im-
portant question, one would also ask to what extent those 
elements are tied together? Does the loss of one entail 
the loss of others? Has the practice of thinking of 
familism as a cluster of elements, without empirical inquiry 
into t;he constancy of the association between them, led to 
error in thinking that the loss of any entails the loss of 
all? Zimmerman believes, for instance, that having a large 
number of children in the families of a society is the whole 
basis of familism, and that the other elements flow from 
--~------------------------------------------1 
They have, of course, conducted much research. 
Zimmerman's (1947) historical and literary research has been 
vast. Burgess (Burgess and Cottrell, 1938), on bhe other 
hand, has conducted research into certain factors affecting 
adjustment between marriage partners. But one feels that 
research more specifically concerned with defining family 
structure, to which this study is a contribution, would 
be better designed for testing many of the assertions these 
writers make. 
2 
rhis view of the debate is one which is taken, for 
example, by Hill ( 1947) and Margaret Redfield ( 1946). 
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1 
this as inevitable conseq.~ ences. One might wonder, then, 
whel;her all the elements of familism will be entirely absent 
in societies where fam.i.lies are small. ·rhe data reported 
in this thesis can assist toward answering these questions. 
We know, independently of any data reported here, 
2 
that Australian families are no longer generally large. 
'fha I; element of familism has disappeared from the greater 
number of the families studied. Close solidarity with 
neighbourhood has disappeared also. People preferred to 
11 keep to themsel•res" rather than having their neighbours 
"tell !;hem what to do". At the same time, they were not 
indifferent to 11 wha t the neighbours think 11 about the more 
public aspects of their family's conduct. Solidarity wHh 
kinsfolk, while it may not have extended as widely nor been 
as intense as in less urbanized cownunities, was by no 
means extinct. It remained for the families covered by 
---------------------1 
He writes (1947, p.700), 11 We are thus driven to the 
conclusion that the basis of familism is the birth rate. 
Societies which have numerous children have to have familism. 
Other societies (chose with few children) do not have it, 11 
2 
Borrie (Gaiger, ~., 1953, p,24) gives the 1941 average 
issue to Australian women by the age of 50 as 2.6 children. 
Unfortunately, Zilnmerman does not sta~e what critical 
number separates large from small families, I will assume, 
therefore, that; families in which there are four or fewer 
children are small. Only six of the thirty-eight; families 
of the sample had more than four children. 
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this study the most important resource for help, and for 
most of the parents the most important region for primary 
1 
relations. At the same Ume, having kinsfolk living in 
the same house was not popular. Every effort was made to 
keep the immediate family group free from the interfering 
control of relatives; although, as their favourable opinion 
largely determined their willingness to help, some indirect 
control was exercised by that means. 
I'he third element to consider is the transmission of 
a traditional definition of family roles and a traditional 
conception of one's place in society. I have shown that 
there was a movement away from the traditional conception 
of the reciprocal roles of parent and child in all families 
of the sample, and that in a number of them there was a 
departure from the traditional conception of the reciprocal 
roles of husband and wife. But the reaction was significant. 
Departures were hemmed about with cautions. There was a 
general tendency to conservatism, in that, in all but the 
most unstable families, parents strove to preserve (or to 
restore if H had been lost) t;he element of authority in 
their relations with the children, and husband and wife 
---~--------------------------------1 
Young (1954) has shown how important; kinship relation-
ships were for a sample of families in East London. 
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divided authority for family control between them in the 
traditional way, ,rhus 'there were signs of a returning 
1 
pendulum swing after a wave of experimentation. Children 
were strictly guided into acquiring the characteristics 
traditionally considered proper for their sex, Also, the 
general di'Jision of tasks between husband and wife, into 
those of breadwinner and homemaker respectively, remained 
substantially the same as in previous generations. However, 
the role of the child as a helper in the family was dis-
appearing: traces of it remained only in the larger families. 
As for the inheritance of a conception of one's place 
in society, I have shown that, notwi'l;hst;anding the opportunitie1 
1 
The outstanding recent example of this kind of deve-
lopment in regard to the family was the experimencat;ion 
which took place in Russia following the revolution. 
Schlesinger ( 1949) has edHed documentation on the course 
of events there. Under the influence of feminist thought 
regarding the emancipal;ion of women and general social 
equality, the family code of 1926 made divorce available 
on demand from either party, recognized de-facto marriages 
and legalized abortion. Opportunities for women to partici-
pate in production, agricuHure, industry and the professions, 
were thrown open, and they were encouraged to think of their 
status in terms of this participation rather t;han as mothers 
and wives. But from 1936 on, with the need to stabilize 
the new society after the reconstruction had been effected, 
and not without connection with the growing danger of war 
and population needs, the S'l;ate began to encourage women 
to seek status in the roles of mother and housewife. 'rhe 
decrees of 1936 embodied t;his new ideal. 'rhen, in the 
legislation of 1944, de facto marriage was deprived of its 
legal recognition and divorce was made difficult. 
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which exist for class mobility, there is still a high 
degree of occupational conservatism between generations, 
and children have a certain resistance to attempts to 
project them beyond the class position in which they are 
born. 'rheir view of social class is taken from their 
parents. If they are tradesmen 1s children they have a 
narrower perspective than professionals 1 children on the 
wider society, and affairs of the world generally; and, in 
particular, they have less understanding of 'l;he part which 
voluntary association plays and feel less secure in entering 
into it. Children assume the same atl;itude of responsibility 
to the wider society as their parents; and this means that 
if they are tradesmen 1s children they are less likely to 
take a conservative attitude than if they are professionals' 
children. Unless, for special reasons, they revolt in 
adolescence, they also learn from their parents what ends 
are to be followed as intrinsically satisfying. If they 
are 'tradesmen 1s children they are more likely to find 
partisanship a wori;h-whi le experience than if they are 
professionals 1 children, while the latter are more likely 
than the former to learn that complete self-absorpl;ion in 
an interest or occupation can be satisfying. 
We come next t;o the question of the specifically family 
functions, and the ties of dependence they give rise to. 
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·rhe only exclusively fami.ly functions found in all the 
families of the sample were those relating to reproduction 
and physical survival, managing and economic functions, 
some productive functions, and the primary functions relating 
to the conferring of an identity through the family role 
and through socialization; although it was possible to 
swell the complement by mulbiplying the productive functions 
and by including some religious and recreational activit;ies. 
Because production, education, religion and recreation 
have been wholly or partly surrendered to groups out;side 
the family, it might appear that the family 1s members have 
less for which they depend on one another. But three points 
ought to be made in regard to this. First, the functions 
which remain to the family are very considerable, and in 
all of the cases studied they include the maintenance of 
family property, even if it be only household furniture 
and personal effects; although most commonly it amounted 
to much more. Secondly, the managing functions to which 
I have drawn particular attention, should be taken into 
account when making a balance sheet of the modern family's 
functions, for these have increased as executive functions 
have decreased and, in a sense, compensate for them. 'l'hirdly, 
although it is true that certain functions are carried out 
away from the family, there is nevertheless an accompanying 
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tendency for family members to depend on one another to 
participate in these groups on behalf of them a 11. rhese 
facts mean that it would be a superficial esbimate indeed 
of the degree of dependence existing between members of a 
family merely to count the number of things they do jointly. 
The two elements of familism which remain to be con-
sidered are the acceptance of control by the family and 
authority within it, and a high conscious evaluation on 
family life and unity. ·rhese were matters in which the 
families of the sample showed variation, although they were 
matters which tended to vary together. It has been shown 
that the families which valued membership in the family 
highly were those whose members were willing to accept the 
constraints of sanctioned roles and in which authority was 
legitimized. 
Phe conclusion that emerges is that these city families 
have lost some of the elements of familism (including large 
size in most cases - the factor which Zimmerman regarded 
as basically determining for the whole complex) but have 
retained others; and that it is possible for small families 
to show a high degree of cohesion and place a high valuation 
on family life and unity, although some do not. All families 
of the sample were uniform in what they retained or relin-
quished from the first four elements of familism, they varied 
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in whether they retained or relinquished the last two, 
l'his makes the interpretaUon possible that what has been 
retained in respect; to the first four elements may indicate 
something about the permanent nature of the family, what has 
been lost in respect to them may indicate the influence of 
specifically urban conditions, and variability in respect 
to the last two may indicat;e that these are matters which 
are not directly determined by urban conditions but matters 
in which families may exercise some option, 
It is possible, then, thai; reduction in family size, 
loss of neighbourhood ties and weakenine of kinship ties, 
and the relinquishment of a number of former functions 
accompanied by an elaboration of managing functions, can be 
attributed to urban conditions. But, throughout; these 
changes a constant core has remained in reproductive, sur-
vival, economic and personality-shaping functions, and in 
the transmission from one generation to the next of a tradi-
tional conception of family roles and of one's place in 
society. 'l'he extraordinary degree of closeness between 
members of the family, and between the two generat;ions par-
ticularly, which enables it to fulfil these tasks, seems 
to be one of the distinguishing characteristics of the 
family as such. It seems likely that if a group exists 
as a family ac all 1c will be marked by a consensus amonest 
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members which is pervasive enough to racilitate their co-
operation ror these ends to some extent. The organization 
which gives effect to t;hese ends would constitute what 
Homans (1951, pp.Sl to 107) calls the external system. 
Recognition or this ract helps toward a sociological defi-
nition of the family; and in making that defif;ion we see 
more clearly that the connection between indi vidua 1 and 
society depends upon the nature or the social structure in 
which the individual is embedded. 'l'he relation is not fixed 
but varies as the distance between the individual and social 
structure varies, and in the family the distance between 
the two orders is less than in most other social structures. 
The family is that group comprising man, wife and children 
which, in order to perform the above tasks, shows a high 
degree of consensus in the presence of irremovable differences 
or sex, age, experience and temperament. The individual's 
relation to the family is like that of the branch to the 
tree: whatever his individuality may be, he does not stand 
out separately - or rather, in so far as he does the ramily 
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1 
is less effective in its tasks, less a family, For this 
reason it involved no straining of meaning to speak in the 
thesis of a famil~~ class position, politics, values, and 
so on, and to resard internal divergences as marginal cases, 
Such properties are real properties of families, for families 
have a reality of their own above the aggregation of indivi-
duals, by virtue of their organization for the tasks which 
have been defined, and by virtue of the pervasive consensus 
on which the efficient performance of those ox'ganized acti-
vities rests. 
But whether it fulfils its essential tasks efficiently 
or imports obstacles which make it possible to fulfil them 
only with difficulty, whether H fulfils them sparingly or 
with supererogatory generosity, or whether i~ adds other 
1 
·rhough the fact is as slippery as quicksilver, something 
quantitative in the very constitution of the family forces 
itself upon us, It is the distance between its members and 
itself, which is measured by the extent of their departure 
from consensus. A family can only be thought of as something 
which is mor•e or less a family. I believe that this is a 
critical feature about all groups whose structure is des-
cribed in terms of principled behaviour, which will have 
to be recognized more than at present, if a more realistic 
and useful sociology is to emerge. I think it is likely 
that the next stage in the development of sociological method, 
after the phase of establishing it as a science is exhausted, 
will be to establish its distinctiveness amongst sciences 
by demonstrating that it belongs to the class of sciences 
whose subject matter is itself normative - that what is 
observed is always more or less what is capable of being. 
Medicine and personality psychology are other disciplines 
in the same class. 
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functions to them, are matters which a family decides for 
itself. rhe identification of members with the family group 
by the achievement of an identity of purpose which will 
enable them to bring their entire lives under its control, 
to distribute authority amongst them, and to identify vica-
riously with one another in regard to those differences 
which are irremovable, is something about which families may 
be careful or indifferent. Those who are careful over it 
can attain it to a degree which distinguishes them from 
other families. 'rhe organizational machinery which develops 
to effect; and maintain this quality of identifies. tion, and 
which is added in some families to the basic organizal;ion 
which is necessary in all, is presumably what Romans (1951, 
pp.l08 to 155) isolates as the internal system. 'rhe fact 
that there were some families in the sample who valued family 
unity highly and others who had lHtle regard for it because 
of the members' preoccupation with individual goals lends 
support to Zimmerman's view that this is a time of polari-
zation between those who regard the family in different ways. 
The da;:;a, however, do not support his view that the cluster 
of elements which makes up familism is constant and basically 
determined by large family size. Surrender to family control, 
strong cohesion, and a high conscious valuation on family 
unity, which would seem to be some of the finest fruits of 
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the cluster, were found in small .families o.f two or three 
1 
children as well as in larger families. 
As for the view of the second school o.f thought, that 
the family can .find a basis for unity in factors other than 
structural ones - in sexual attraction, affection, appre-
ciation of companionship and the pursuit of personal 
2 
happiness; it is not supported by the present data, which 
demonstrate that cohesion depends on regularization. The 
vague emotional interchange which progressionists :recommend 
in place of structure lacks the constancy and permanence 
1 
Inspection of Appendix E will show i;hat of the twenty-
three families approximating to the identification type seven 
had two children, six three, six four, three five, and one 
six; i.e. more than half had fewer than four children. 
2 
I can only dea 1 with the 11 companionship !I family by 
regarding its pure type, the "reproductive-emotional" family. 
It is possible by verba 1 subterfuge to lend I; his type of 
family certain characteristics assumed to be distinguishing 
of the institutional family, which is asserted to be alter-
native to it. I think aurgess and Locke do this, for 
instance, in the quotation I have cited. 'l'hey say, for 
example, that unity in the companionship family depends, 
inter alia, on consensus in family objectives and values, not 
recognizing that this may be the basis for the authority and 
discipline which they say distinguishes the institutional 
type. 'l'hey also say that the instituUonal family has 
definite roles, especially in the division of labour, but 
that the companionship type (as if to distinguish it) has 
interdependence of family roles. 
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which the performance of family functions needs. Of the 
families studied it would be the adaptation and false-
identification types which have taken shape under the 
influence of this conception of the family. l'he false-
identification family lacks cohesion and fails to meet its 
members' needs. l'he degeneration of relationships there 
may be due to an over-dependence upon feeling for cohesion, 
and a lack of due reliance upon structure, 'l'he absence of 
structure has soured feeling, and attraction has been 
transformed into resentment and rejection because of parents 
expecting from feelings the support which is only gained 
by having a defined place in a joint endeavour. This point 
is not unlike one which Sirjamaki makes ( 1953, pp.l90 to 191) 
when he attribuJ;es the instability of many American marriages 
to an excessive demand for satisfaction, and for security 
particularly, from emotional sources. It is also related 
to the point fairly frequently made, for example by Truxal 
and Merrill (1947, p.36), that 1;he cult of romance is 
leading increasingly to disillusioned marriages. On the other 
hand, the adaptat:lon type of family is cohesive in its 
restricted sphere. However, it is wrong to suppose that it 
depends for this property on those emotional factors which 
the progressionists recommend; for its cohesion is rather 
of a contractual or commercial kind, Thus, while families 
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broken by divorce or desertion were deliberately excluded 
from this study, it will be apparent, I think, that pressures 
in those directions are already to be found in families of 
these two types. ':rhe frustration suffered in the false-
identification type could at any time exceed tolerance 
point, and precipitate one partner into leaving the family. 
A partner of the adaptation type of family might at any 
time reckon the gains not worth the cost, It would be 
naive, then, to suppose, that what are often loo·sely des-
cribed as "emotional" needs, such as the needs this thesis 
postulates, can be supplied from "emotional" sources, such 
as demonstrations of affection, It appears from this 
study that needs of this kind require structural factors 
to satisfy them - a definite role, an area of author! ty or 
initiative, an acknowledgment of oblie;ation, a clear sense 
of aim or agreement, a feeling of being able to count on 
help or give it, and so on, It was only in t;he identifi-
cation type of family that care was taken to foster these 
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structural properties, by subordinating the direct pursuit 
1 
of personal satisfaction to concern for family order. 
But it was in their inability to produce happy 
youngsters by satisfying the needs of children that the 
adaptation and false-identification families revealed most 
plainly the weakness inherent in their structural defi-
ciency. For instance, the random impulsiveness of the 
children in the adaptation type of family was very reminis-
cent of the type of behaviour which has been described in 
2 
a more developed form in delinquent children. The oppressed 
mentality of children in the false-identification family, 
which accustomed them to dealing with differences between 
themselves and others by evasions rather than by resolving 
or bridging them, is reminiscent of the trends which I 
--·-------------------------·------------------·-------------------1 
Zimmerman (1947, p.57) charges some defenders of the 
companionship principle 'hi.th being blind to this fact: "In 
other works of this school there appears also the under-
lying assumption that family life is based upon a conscious 
happiness, sometimes called 'adjustment' to avoid the alleged 
evaluativeness of conscious happiness, '.Phey find incon-
ceivable a well-considered plan where man and woman, parent 
and child fight out the battles of life together, with 
happiness depending upon the ultimate success of this mutual 
venture, rather than on day-by-day emotional states. It is 
a return to the straight pleasure-pain psychology which 
assumes that life exists and is justified entirely on the 
instantaneous conscious level." 
2 
By Stott (1950, p,71) for example. 
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think can be discerned in the characteristics some authors 
1 
impute to neurosis. Multiple centres of personality orga-
nization (one in the family, such as it was, and one in 
the peer group) which adolescents of these types of family 
were prone to develop, are also characteristic of some 
2 
cases of moral disorder. And finally, children in these 
-------1 
Horney ( 1945) describes compulsions to compliance, 
isolation or aggression as typifying neurotic behaviour. 
Fromm (1949) describes similar compulsions to 11 symbiosis 11 
(meaning by that a suffocatingly close relationship similar 
to compliance), withdrawal and aggression. 'rhe common 
feature about these various manifestations is an anxiety 
in the presence of difference, which promptly abolishes the 
distance, either by siding with the object, withdrawing out 
of its field or attempting to destroy or incapacitate it. 
2 
I refer to the Jekyll-Hyde development which comes to 
light from time to time when the diverse 11 sidesn of a person 
are discovered, perhaps in the case of a public figure whose 
indiscretion reveals a world of secret activities whose 
disclosure creates a public scandal, 'rhis can be presumed 
to be due to the fact that impulses not acknowledged in 
one social context are driven to seek acceptance in another. 
A searching analysis of the genesis of this sort of inner 
cleavage is given in Alan Paton's novel, "'roo IBte the 
Phalarope" (Jonathan Cape, London, 1953). This kind of 
behaviour shows some analogy with the dissociation described 
in some psychoses; for example, those described by Bowlby 
(1940, pp.95 to 103), ·rhere seems to be a difference between 
the moral and mental disorders, however; for, although more 
liberal thought regards moral disorder as an illness it 
does not impute to it the total irresponsibility which it. 
concedes to insanity. ·rhe difference is possibly that; the 
audience sought; by the unacknowledged impulses in mental 
disorder is in phantasy, thus leading to systernal;ic with-
drawal and an ultimate inabili'Gy to cope with reality; while, 
in the case of moral disorder, the audience sought is actual, 
so that the person is responsibly involved in two worlds, 
which, though they are kept separate, are both real. It 
seems not unlikely, however, that the causes for both kinds 
of disorder are much the same. 
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family types were liable to grow up accepting, unexamined, 
value conflicts, as they were untrained ~oth in value dis-
crimination and in self-discipline. In the false-identi-
fication type of family they were likely to assimilate 
conflicting values from one or both parents; in the adap-
cation type they were likely to take over different values 
from each parent; and in both cases they were likely at 
adolescence to reject; values which were already implanted 
in them, thus adding to their ovm confusion.. The undis-
ciplined growth of multiple, unorganized need-dispositions 
resulting from this can be expected to produce "emotionally 
immature" adults; for whatever else that loose term may 
connote, fundamental to the condition is the childishness 
of not knowing what one wants, and the consequent inability 
to discipline oneself and associate reliably with others 
l 
to obtain it. 
l 
Saul (1947) has analysed eight factors in emotional 
maturity: self-reliance or independence from the parent or 
a parent figure; productiveness; freedom from inferiority, 
egotism and compei;itiveness; ability to be conditioned and 
trained for so cia liz a ti on and dome sti ca bion; love; freedom 
from the emotional vulnerability which makes the aggressive 
reaction disorganizing; a firm sense of reality; and 
flexibility and adaptability. Summarized, this clusi;er of 
factors seems to amount to an ability to master inclination 
by making responsible decisions which have due regard for 
the objective nature of the situation. It is value conflict 
which undermines a person's capacity to do this and leaves 
him overwhelmed by feeli:'lg. "Emotional immaturity!' is 
frequently given, e.g. by Baber (1939 1 pp.227 to 229), as 
a cause of marital discord. Marriage guidance counsellors 
report it as one of the commonest problems with which they 
have to deal. 
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'l'he danger of value conflict, however, was one to 
which chi ld!'en in a 11 three I; ypes of .family were exposed, 
all;hough child!'en in the identification family were forti-
fied against it to an extent. 'l'he basic contradiction of 
the culc;ure of trying to make both egoistic and spil:'it;ual 
values self-sufficient; had !'OOts in all of them, due to 
theil:' simultaneous O!'ientation to ends of individual 
achievement and distinction (thl:'ough the school mainly) and 
ends of rnembel:'ship (through the family mainly). By their 
pl:'eparation, the!'efol:'e, all of them would seem to be unready 
foX' total sul:'render to family cont!'ol and the exaltation of 
family uniby above individual satisfaction - the optional 
elements of familism which, this study shows, are still 
possible under modern Ul:'ban conditions. Of any who chose 
them, most could be expected to find them difficult (and 
even painful) to achieve, because of the presence of deeply 
implanted contrary tendencies which would have to undel:'go 
extinction; and it would not be surprising if some mis-
undel:'stood bhe way to unity and sought it without success 
thl:'ough false-identification. 
'l'hus the adaptation and false-identification types of 
family tend to repeat themselves by preparing a new gene-
l:'at;ion ready for much the same sorb of family as that in 
which they were nurtured; but there may be a pressure bowards 
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an increasing proportion of families of these types, because 
of the fact ~hat children in identification families come 
under ambivalent influences, 
If the theory I have developed is correct;, family 
cohesion, a high valuation on family life and unity, and 
the capacity of families to satisfy the needs of their 
members, all go together; they are possible under urban 
conditions but all are being made diffi culr. to a chi eve 
because of the practice of integrating the family into the 
society through a competitive, occupational system, and 
the practice of preparine; children for their part in that 
system by mass-education in schools; and these practices 
in turn are a consequence of the facts that any family and 
its neighbours may follow radically different values and 
may be isolated from one another by class distinctiveness. 
"Adapting" to these urban conditions means no more in the 
end than giving up the difficult struggle to maintain a 
high quality of family life by preserving purity of member-
ship values, and resulr.s in the needs of the family's 
members going unsupplied. •rhose families have more strength, 
and their members more satisfaction, who persevere in the 
struggle and resist the trend to duplichy in the culture, 
But for some individuals the struggle is much less difficult 
than for others, because they are better prepared, ·rhe 
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preparation of some candidates for family life is so 
unpropitious that the pains of the struggle could well 
exceed !;he bountls of human tolerance. 
2. Appraisal of the Study 
It remains to estimate the value of this study as a 
contribution to knowledge of t;he family, 'rhe family has 
exercised a tremendous at;t;raction as a subject for study 
to many workers: it has been well explored already. Approaches 
to the subject have been diverse, ranging from the psycho-
analytic treatment of Flugel's ( 1948) study, to the broadly 
comparadve ethnological method of Elmer (1945), or ·the 
developmental method used by Levy (1949). Some gifted 
scholars have made it their task to assemble in text;-books 
the knowledge that has been collected. 'rhat compiled by 
Baber (1939) is, I think, one of the best of these. Two 
numbers of the American Journal of Sociology (Vol. 52, no.3, 
November, 1946; and Vol. 53, no,6, May, 1948) have been 
devoted to family topics. Since the mysteries of the family 
have engaged so many mat;ure minds, it might seem rash for 
a student to enter the field of sl:udy at all. My justifi-
cation for doing so, however, is three-fold. First, it 
is becoming apparent that the family has become E_he subject 
2!..J:.he da;x:. Personal and social disorders are disturbing 
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even the most stable countries, and it is guessed that the 
cure, as the cause, lies with the family. The influence 
of this line of thought in official circles is signally 
demonstrated in the inst;i tution by t;he World Health Orga-
nization of the world-wide research on the relation between 
maternal care and mental health, the reporc on which appeared 
in 1952 (Bowlby, 1952) • Two pointers, 
from different countries, that the same line of thought 
is having sway in academic circles, are seen in the ex-
haustive research at present beine sponsored by the 
Tavistocl! Institute of Human Rela tiona into a small number 
of London families (Bott, 1954), and in t;he fact that, as 
this conclusion is being written, a recently published 
interpretation of the family written by Parsons and Bales 
has reached me in Australia (Parsons and Bales, 1955). 
'l'he present study was undertaken in the hope that; some 
mat;erial on Australian families would help in layinr; the 
descriptive and comparative foundations for this live 
investigation. 
But, even though the family has become the subject of 
the day, families are exceedin5ly difficult; to come close 
12· And ohis supplies my second reason for entering the 
field of study. 'l~here is a limit to what can be learned 
about the family by historical or clinical methods, for 
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example, or from general impressions, '.!'he first part of 
this chapter has shown how far removed from concrete know-
ledge of families is much of the literature on the subject, 
Conceptions of what the family ~ are ideologically coloured 
almos-t; as much as conceptions about the church or government; 
and so much so that it has become almost impossible to 
simply describe them as one sees them wibhout being charged 
l 
with distortion. '.!'he field worker in sociology can con-
tribute to knowledge by reporting on the ordinary life of 
families, by using the methods most characteristic of his 
discipline - observation of and quescioning about regula-
rities, It is in its attempt to make an approach to the 
intimate life of families, by grappling with some of the 
deeper and often carefully guarded motives which underlie 
the regularities of their ordinary life, that much of the 
justification of this study lies • 
.l'hirdly, I believe that sociological conceots and J:J¥!.~ 
of inguiry are J2articularly relevant to the studl....Q!~iU .. ~!!.· 
esoeciall;z those .Pertaining to values. Even if values were 
not central to the subject matter of sociology itself, as 
·--~---------------------------------------------·--------1 
Zimmerman wrote in 1947, ":i'here is greater disparity 
between the actual, documented, historical truth and the 
theories taught in the family sociology courses, than exists 
in any other scientific field," (1947, p,810), 
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I believe they are, they would be central to the study of 
the family. For there we have husband and wife facing the 
problem of li vine together with largely pre-formed values, 
and children facing the problem of developing values while 
living with parents. In a sense, therefore, values draw 
the outlines of a family's structure. If they are ignored, 
as they might be, for example, by limiting inquiry to such 
questions as communication, temperamental compatibility 
or methods of control, it is not unlikely that the mere 
absence of out line will create appearances of signifi canoe 
for problems which would otherwise seem trivial. rhe issue 
from research of that kind is usually to be led back to 
the things which have been ignored -with some·thing of an 
1 
air of surprise and discovery. Much of the advancement of 
science seems to depend on breaking that sort of circular 
arrestment by the exercise of courage rather than intellect, 
by recalling attention to things whose importance, though 
obvious, is embarrassing to contemporary prejudices. Though 
fumblingly, I have tried to draw attention to the fact that 
one of the most significant matters for the study of families, 
1 
An examole of this can be seen in the Hawthorne 
Experiment (Roethlisberger and Dickson, 1940) in which the 
inquiry turned.from the effect on production of conditions 
and wage incentives to the effect of interpersonal relations 
at work and personal situations outside of work. 
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and one in the context of which other problems might profi-
tably be set, is that of the family's values. 
· ·:rhis approach has led me t;o the identification of 
three family types which are, in a sense, only three logical 
possibilities. People in association may have either like 
or different values, and where their values differ they 
may either exclude the pursuit of different ends from their 
joint acGivity or implement coercive measures to gear their 
joint activity to only one of the conflicting ends. Of these 
three possibilities each of the family types I have iden-
tified makes one case. 
I do not think that fact detracts from the value of the 
study: I believe, rather, that that is its strength. It 
is import;ant to know whether what is possible exists in 
fact, And it is also important to know with what incidence 
each possibility occurs and to know what are the factors 
each possibility entails. In regard to incidences it would 
be unwise to draw any conclusion from this thesis, but 
the thesis offers a simple method of identifying the family 
types in terms of concrol and persona 1 space, so that 
their incidence might be estimated through some form of 
mass research by some well put questions. In regard to 
what factors are entailed in each type, the thesis offers 
no more than a theory for testing. It is plain that this 
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thesis does no more than establish the most tenuous connec-
tions between the factors which are asserted to cluster 
together in the types. As the types only emerged in the 
course of the analysis it could not have been otherwise 
with so small a sample. But the constancy of the connection 
between the separate factors which have been depicted as 
clusters could be explored by more intensive and more 
rigorously designed research. l'he types could be valuable 
in that each one may circumscribe the limiting conditions 
within which certain generalities about relations between 
husband and wife and parent and child may hold. This would 
seem to be a very important contribution to the study of 
families, since generalizations about such relations for 
the whole society can be so easily belied by citing excep-
tions. Work on incernal relations between family members is 
being carried out wit;h great success in the University of 
Pennsylvania under the William l'. Carter Foundation (Bossard, 
1948, 1953). l'he results from research of this kind would 
benefit from a more scientific ordering if il; were possible 
to limit certain types of relationship to certain family 
t;ypes. The solution of l;he particular question whel;her 
certain parent-child relationships are determined by certain 
definite husband-wife relationships would especially be 
furthered. And this is a question which is worth exploring 
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exhaustively, for it is one which could focus the scientific 
study of families in such a way as to make it direc~ly 
relevant to the pressing practical problems of the day. 
Finally, the typology of families arrived at here 
seems a be·tter classification for guiding field research 
than any which is known to me. Zimmerman's ( 1947) typology 
of trustee, domestic and atomistic families was, like the 
typologies of the earlier theorists, intended for historical 
study. Mowrer (1939, pp.l09 to 123) classified Chicago 
families on a geographical basis as one moved along a 
radius from the non-family centre of the city to its circum-
ference, into emancipated families (i,e, where ties of 
solidarity were loose and divorce common), paternal famiUes, 
equalitarian families and maternal families, ·rhis geo-
graphic distribution, however, appears to depend on a 
certain distribution of classes which is not constant for 
all cities. It is, moreover, a classification according 
to overt features of family control, any one of which, I 
have suggested, might rna sk more important differences. 
Kuhn (Becker and Hill, editors, 1948, pp.l66 to 167) gives 
a classification of families according to the things on 
which they n centre": a family may be people-centred, things-
centred, idea-sentimenc -complex centred, activities-centred, 
status-centred, or turned in on itself. rhis clasd.fication 
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is interesting and could make a stage towards the classifi-
cation of families by values, but it seems too miscellaneous, 
and the different objects on which families may cent;re are 
of such different; orders that they would scarcely be exclusive 
of one another. rhe same objection can be made against the 
classifications offered by Boll (Bossard, 1954, pp,367 to 368). 
Boll's classification does have the systematic virtue of 
grouping family patterns according to the differences in the 
families 1 values, activities, organization and size. But 
her classification by activity, for example, into nomadic, 
joiner, cliff-dweller, community benefactor, and family-of-
t;he-intelligentsia types embraces activities whose signifi-
cance, sociologically speaking, is of rather different orders; 
and the same is true of her classification by value~, into 
social-climber, materialistic, overly-religious, scient if:!. c, 
superstitious, and conventional families. Burgess and 
Locke (1953, pp,3ll to 312) give a classification of U.S.A. 
families by their degree of unity, ranging from the dis-
rupted family through the unorganized family, the habit-
bound union, the highly solidified family, and the dynami-
cally unif:!.ed family. ·rhis is a classification which has 
affinities with the one arrived at here (the highly solidified 
family, for instance, is like the withdrawing variant of 
the identification family, the unorganized family has some 
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features of both the adaptation and false-identification 
types), but the principles used for differentiating the 
types need to be more clearly defined and related. ·rhe 
three types identified in this thesis have an advantage of 
simplicity, because the principles which differentiate them 
stand out. Also, because the types are defined in terms of 
the logical pos si bi lities in certain general features of 
association, they have a universality which would allow us 
to relate what we learn about behaviour in families to 
behaviour in other forms of social organization, thus 
furthering the search for universal principles of behaviour. 
~---------------------------
I would align myself with the aim to the advancement of 
which Romans (1951) dedicated himself in writing, "rhe Human 
Group 11, of building a new sociological synthesis by deve-
loping a general sociological theory. I believe that one 
means to this end will be the description of behaviour in 
terms which are general enough to be applicable to many 
forms of social organization. 
l 
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~ P P E N D I X A 
3CH1~DULE OF IlTFORHATION SOUGHT 
Part I. In Group Intervlevv '.vith the \lhole Famlly. 
1. Obt aln each member 1 s routlne of activities, both 
1ri thin and out si.de of the home, noting partlcularly 
those 2.ctl vHies done vii th or ln the presence of 
other people. Cover the normal day, varlations 
beh1een days of the vJeeh:, the normal ,,reek-end, public 
holldays, anr:ual holidays, and va.riations between the 
seasons of the year. The person concerned <·rill be 
asked to relate this information hlmself, and all 
others present vlill be invited to interrupt 1vith 
comment or corctrad:Lction. The interviei·rer will also 
interru:pt v1ith comment a;1d questions, to fill out the 
signif'i_c,mce to the person of tl1e activities he relab-Js. 
Special attention Hill be given to the father's 1vork 
and children 1 s schooling, 1;i th the aim of determining 
their social relationships, competence, satisfaction 
and status in those situations. Hecord currentlv. 
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2. Obtain a smnmary report of the e.xternal activities 
of each member, under these categories: 
(l) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
( n '); 
( / 1 0, 
Hith 1-rl."'" 
_:.., ,;.J,' 
Hi.th neighbou_rs; 
vvi th friends -
(a) in special, jnti'lwte fr5.er:dship, 
(b) in general friendship; 
\Vith religious groups; 
with reereat:Lonal groups; 
uith social groups, lodges, etc.; 
(7) viith cultural and educational groups; 
(8) with polHical groups; 
(9) \·lith occupational groups; 
(10) vrith other ldm1s of group; 
(11) comnunic<:,tion by correspondence <.md telephor1e; 
(12) external activities more or less independent 
of groups. 
Obtain information on the frecmency, content and 
intensity of these activities. Cover the broad lines 
o:f development oi' the relc.tions v1ith kin, friends a11d 
neir;hbours, and :find out 1vhere and vJhen friendships 
v1ere made. The person concerned '<~ill be asked to 
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relate this information himself, but 1.'/ill be 
assisted by the others, particularly in the case 
of yoLmg children. '.lhere it seems that the 
individual is umlilling to refer to anythj.ng in 
front of his family, note this, and raise the 
matter later in the private intervie1.v. Record 
currently. 
Part II. In Joint Interviev1 111ith Both Parents. 
1. Obtain the parents' attitudes, aspirations and 
policies relating to the follov1ing matters: 
(1) ti•e training, discipline, and schooling of the 
children, and their occupational (and perhaps 
other) aspirations for them; 
(2) the prospects of father's continuance in his 
job or change of it, and his occupational 
aspirations; the attitude to the possibility 
of mother's going out to work; 
(3) arrangements about household mcm<:,gemer,t and 
maintenance, viz. 
(a) the allocc,tion and control of money, 
(b) saving, 
(c) borrowing, 
(d) insurance, 
(e) keeping the garden, 
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(f) keeping the property in repair, 
(g) furnishing and decorating the home, 
(h) heavy and Hght cleaning, washing, 
ironi.ng, cooking, buying clothing, 
mending, altering and making clothing; 
(Lj.) joining clubs, lodges and societies;· 
(5) visiting relatives and friends, and inviting. 
visitors home; 
(6) participating in sport; 
(7) attending concerts, theatre, pictures, dances; 
(8) spending spare time in the family circle -
going for drives, picnics and other outings, 
and relaxing with the children. 
In this, some of t£1e groLmd covered in the account 
of routine will be retraced, but no1v the emphasis 
-vlill be on the evaluation of one 1 s 01·111 behaviour, 
the reasons for behaviour, and on any alternative 
ivhich might be preferred. Pay attention to i-l"hich 
of the partners taJs:es the initiative in answering 
each question, "\vho seems most informed about it, 
ivhether there is agre :ment or disagreement about it, 
and 111hether ideas are decisi.ve or confused. 
Hecord currently. 
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2. Obtain the follmv-ing informatlon about the personal 
history of the parents, and develo"oment of the 
family: 
(l) date of marriage; 
(2) circumstances of parents' mc"eting; 
(3) ages of parents; 
( L;") sex and ages of ch1ldren; 
(5 - 18, for each parent) 
(5) pls"ce of birth, and places of residence since; 
(6) place of education; 
(7) type of education; 
(8) termination of education; 
(9) occupational trainir'g; 
(10) places and types of employment unUl marriage; 
(ll) position ar:1ong ovm siblings; 
(12) marital status of ovm living sib1ings and 
parents; 
(13) places of residence of ovm living siblings 
and parents; 
(llf) occupation of O\ffi living siblings and parents; 
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(15) memories concerning ovm family of origin, 
j.n regard to 
(a) prosperity, 
(b) strictness or laxity of discipline, 
(c) happiness, 
(d) religious practice, 
(e) -v;hether o1m parents sought positions 
of public responsibility, 
(f) degree of sociability of ovm parents; 
(16) own philosophical, political and religious 
development up till t>,e time of' marriage, 
and due to \vhat influences; 
(17) civm phi.losophical, political an.d religious 
development since marriage, and for v1hat 
reasons; 
(lB) nurEber of generations during which mm 
ancestors have lived in J,ustralia,. and their 
cour1tries of' origin; 
(19) geographic mobility of the family since 
marriage, and the ree.sons for it; 
(20) occupc.tionc,l mobility (of any ·,JOrldng members) 
since rr.arr·iage, and the reasons for it; 
(21) the parents' estimate of their own economic 
improvement. or deterior<.:tion since marriage, 
and the reasons for it. 
Record currently. 
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3· Obta5.l'. informati'm on the 1)arents 1 values and 
attitudes to the larger. sod.etz. Provoke undirected 
discussion Ol'- the following topics: 
(1) the goals wh;_ch they had set for themselves as 
a fanily, aJ~d have nou realized; 
(2) the goals vrh:i.ch are st:i.ll ahead of them; 
(3) the standards of conduct cmcl vc.lue v1h:i.ch they 
aimed to induce in the children; 
( 4) whether the allegation that 1~ustralians are 
becoming materialistic is true, and, if so, 
sGrious'?; 
( 5) whether ireeping-up-wi th-the-Jonese s is a strong 
motive in the lives of people in their neighbour-
hood, and, if so, ho\v it affects thei.r family?; 
(6) 
('?) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(ll) 
1vhat view is taken of the whole auestion of 
social class and class consciousrless in Sydney 
and Australia, and what class-ranking they would 
give their 0\411 famJ_ly~~; 
\cJhat vie111 is t al::en of the great infhuc of New 
AustrB.lians since the \vB.r'?; 
\vhether they 1vere interest0;d in the Royal Visit, 
B.nd 1:1hat vie1•r is taken of the monarchy'?; 
vJha.t vievJ is tB.:ken of rel<"tions vii th the Common-
\-realth cmd America'?; 
\<rhether ComrnLmism ls believed to be a serious 
internal threat to Australla'?; 
other topics ivhlch the subjects seem disposed 
to d\vell on. 
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(Some of the viei,JS expressed here can be taken up 
again later, at a meal or at supper, if suitable 
to· the company then present.) Record onlv br:l.ef 
notes currently, amp_l_ify aftenvards. 
Part III. In Fri vat e Int ervievl vr.i th Individuals. 
A: Parents, and Children of or above Senior 
School Age 
Obtain information about personal relations vTi thin 
the famiJ,y, and each person's attitude to and satis-
faction with the famil 'T and the roles of the members, 
by asking the following direct questions: 
(l) Would you say that any of the children (of this 
family) do the things ivl:dch are expected of them 
around the home more effeciently or more -.r.illingly 
than the others? 
(2) Do you thinl~: too much is expected of anyone in 
the home (yourself included)'? 
(3) Do you think too little is expected to anyone -
that anyone gets off too lightly? · 
(Lr) Do you ever find yourself thinking that someone 
else in the family leads a more interesting life 
outside of the home than you do? 
(5) Do you find it interesting to learn what the 
others do outside of the family? Do they taU: 
about it very much? 
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(6) How vJould you describe the main traits of 
personality and character of each member of the 
family'? Suppose you were writing a character 
sketch, for instance, or explaj.ning them to 
someone vmo did not lmow them, what 1•ould you 
say were the main fa.ults and qualities of each'? 
(7) Are there any members of the family whom, quite 
apart from their merits and defects, you find 
naturally more likable than the others? 1vith 
vrhom you get on more easily? 
(8) Are there any 1vhom you find it hard to get on 
vii th? ·1·Jhat do you think are the reasons? 
(9) Do you think any member of the family j_s 
irritating to any other member? For what 
reason'? 
(10) Do you think there is any serious jealousy or 
resentment in the family? 
(11) Do you feel that you have sufficient freedom in 
the home? Do you feel too tied down'i' I suppose 
there are two parts to freedom (initiative and 
independence) and I mean both. Do you feel that 
you have enough say in the vray things are run? 
Do you feel you have enough time of your O\VD to 
follow your ovm interests? 
(12) Are there any big changes which you have always 
wanted to make in the home without being able 
to do so? 
(13) Is there anything 1·1hich you have wanted to do 
very much which your husband (or the others) was 
opposed to you doing? 
(14) Do you ever find yourself wishing that your 
family was like some other family you kno1.r of? 
In 1'/hat particular 1vays? 
(15) On vJhat factors do you think a continuing, 
successful marriage and family depend? 
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(16) hlhat do you think is the proper arrangement 
about authority in the family? Should there be 
a nnal boss? 'cfuom do you thj_nk H should be? 
Is this the arrangement \'.fhich you follow':' 
(17) ivou~d you say that your \vif'e and you (or both 
your parents) are equally ambitious. viould you 
say that your ambitions lie in the same directions'? 
(18) Vlould you say that your vlife and you (or both 
your parents) have the same interests':' '.vnat 
particular interests would you have in common, 
and in what interests vrould you differ? 
(19) \cJould you say thLit anyone in the family was a 
complaining type of person? 
(20) Hhat are the particular things about your home 
and family that you feel you can be modestly 
proud about? 
(21) Is there ru1ything about your home ru'd family 
that embarrasses you? 
(22) Have you had to discourage any good friends because 
your vlife (husband, parents) didn't like them? 
(23) (Children only) Have you, at this stage of your 
life, done much thinking about politics or religion?-
How like or unlike your parents 1 views do you think 
your own will become'? 
(24) (Children only) vfuat ivork do you hope to do 
later on? 
B: Children BelO\v Senior School Age. 
(25) 'ifuat do you >vant to be vrhen you grow up? 
(26) lire there any grown up people you know v1hom 
you would like to be like when you grovl up? 
(27) lJfuat sort of thing do you like doing most around 
the home? 
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(28) Is there anything that you have to do aroLmd 
the home that you don 1 t like doing? 
(29) If you could have your wish, what would .you like 
most in all the "rorld? 
(30) \vould you change anything about the family if 
you were the boss, instead of mother and father? 
(31) -vlhat do you like most about mother and father? 
Do you like either one better? 
(32) \·lhat do you like most about (each) brother and 
sister? Do you like any one better? 
(33) Do you think that any of the children are spoilt? 
l<lho spoils them'? 
C: All Children 
(34) ~·lhat are some of the things you have done that 
have been displeasing to your parents'? 1tJhich 
one punished you? vJ'nat form did the punishment 
take? 
(35) Can you remember some of the things you have 
done that were pleasing to your parents? How 
did you 1mow they were pleased. 
Record currently. 
Part IV. Individual Tests. 
The Allvort-Vernon Study of Values \vill be 
administered to each parent and each child of 
senior school age or above. (page A). 
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Part V. viritten Response. 
The Family EC011omy Form will be left \vith the 
parents, >'Tho will have the option of completing 
it, and forvrarding it through the post. (page B.) 
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APPENDIX C 
TESTS OF STATISTICAL SIGNIFIC4NCE 
Throughout the thesis generalizations have been made 
:f'rom sample findings of three kinds, provided ( except in 
the derivation of the master-types ) the findings were 
significant at the 15% level of confidence at least. 
Case I. From the proportion of the sample showing a certain 
characteristic I have concluded that it would be unlike~ to 
be found if the proportion in the universe were either .5 
or on the other side of .5 from the sampl.e proportion; so 
that the incidence of the characteristic within the sampl.e 
makes the interpretation allowable that there is association 
( either positive or negative ) between the members of the 
universe and the characteristic. 
Case II. From a difference between the proportions of two 
sub-samples ( e. g. the two occupational groups ) showing a 
certain characteristic I have concluded that the difference 
is unlike~ to be found if the proportions in the two parent 
populations were equal; so that the interpretation is allow-
able that there is a differing degree of association between 
the characteristic and the two parent populations. 
Case III. From an ununiform distribution in the sample of 
more than one characteristic I have concluded that the 
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distribution is unlikely to be found if tbe characteristics 
were uniformly distributed in the universe; so that the 
interpretation is allowable that tbe more frequent are more 
characteristic of the universe than the less. 
The test of significance used in each case was as 
follows: 
Case IA. Where N was large enough to consider tbat the 
sampling distribution of the proportion was normai and 
continuous, the deviation of the sample proportion from 
.5 was expressed in standard deviation units, and the 
probability of obtaining a sample as unusual as this 
from a universe with a proportion of .5 was read from the 
tables. ( Hagood, M.J. and Price, D.O., "Stat.ietics fQ;t 
Sociologietsn Henry Holt. & Co., N.Y., 1952t. PP• 237 to 
241, using Appendix Table c. ) By an empirical rule, N 
wae considered large enough t.o assume a normal distribution, 
if it. satisfied the equation 
Np~ + 9p5 '> 9 ( when Ps < qs), 
where P, is the proportioa that. possesses the attribute, 
and q:;"' 1 - p5 • ( Hagood, M. J. and Price, D.o., ibid., 
P• 233.) 
Case IB. Where N was smaller than this, the probability of 
getting a sample as uausual from a universe with a proportion 
of .5 was directly calculated from the binomial expansion. 
( Hagood, M. J. and Price, D. 0. , ~·, PP• 242 t.o 245.) 
Case IIA. Where N wa~ slulwn ( by the above equation ) to 
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be large enough to coneider the sampling distribution normal 
and continuous, the difference between the proportions was 
expressed in standard deviation units, and the probability 
of observing the difference in such a distribution was read 
:from the tablea. ( Hagood, M. J. and Price, D.o. , ibid., 
pp. 315 to 320, with Appendix Table c. ) 
Case IIB. When N was amaller than this the chi-aquared 
value was estimated, using Yates' small-sample correction 
for continuity of subtracting .5 from each difference 
between observed and expected values. The probability of 
observing the difference for the number of degrees of 
freedom was read from the tables. ( Hagood, M.J. and 
Price, D.o., PP• 356 to 371, with Appendix Table E. ) 
Case III. This was regarded as a special simple case of 
Case IIB. Taking the same expected value for each of the 
characteristics, viz. the mean of the observed values, 
chi-squared was estimated, using Yates' correction for 
continuity. ( Connolly, T.G. and Sluckin, w., "Statistics 
for the Social Sciences" Cleaver-Hume Press Ltd., London, 
1953, PP• 112 to 115.) Two different types ofununiform 
distribution were tested: 
Case IIIA. The firs• case was where each member of the 
sample could have only one :from the available group of 
characteristics, due te the characteristics being mutually 
exclusive. 
Case IIIB. The second case was where each member of the 
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ssmp1e coUld have any or al1 of the characteristics, since 
they were not mutual1y exclusive. In this case chi-squared 
was estimated by giving a separate square to the observed 
value of every possible combination. 
Below are listed the places in the text where 
probabilities have been indicated, together with the 
tests used.1 The case which the test makes wi11 show 
what numerical measures the signs refer t~ wherever this 
is not entirely plain in the text. Where actual numbers 
are not given in the text they are stated here. 
~101 XX Case IA. 8 out of 40 professional parents 
originated in fami1ies of workers in the 
manual division of occupations. 
105 
•• Case IIB • 20 out of 24 professional parents 
moved up with a partner: 4 out of 12 
tradesman parents did so. 
106 XX Case IIIA. 
107 X Case IIIA. 
109 XX Cg.S! IB. 9 out of 23 cases. 
109 XX Case IB. 2 out of 23 cases. 
no XX Case IIB. 14 out of 36 non-Roman Catholic 
professional parents attended private schools: 
none of the 24 non-Roman Catho1ic tradesman 
parents did so. 
111 XX Qase IIA. 
112 XX Case IIB. 
117 XX Case IIB. 
118 XX Case IIA. 
120 X Case IIA. 
1 Where more than one test is referred to on one page, 
the order of listing here corresponds to the order 
of the tests on the page. 
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~127 X Case IIB. 
127 •• Case IIA. 137 •• Case IB. 151 • Case II,A. 152 XX Case IIA. 
152 X Case II.jj,. 
153 •• Case IIA. 160 XX Case IIB. 
162 X Case IIB. 
172 Table. 
15 out of 20 oases. 
18 out of 20 professional families: 
9 out of 18 tradesman families. 
First square of first row xx Case IS. 
Second square of first row x Case IB. 
Second square of second 
row xx Case IB. 
Second row xx Case IIB. 
First square of fourth row xx Case IB. 
Fourth row xx Case IIA. 
First square of fifth row • • Case IB. 
172 xx Case IIIB. For the sake of' being able to 
apply a chi-squared test, the relative 
incidences of membership, self-expansion 
and partisanship only were considered, 
leaving the other two aside. 
174 xx Case IIIB. See note on 172 xx Case IIIB. 
175 xx Case IIA. 
175 xx Case IIIB. See note on 172 xx Case IIIB. 
175 xx Case IIB. 
178 Table. 
Last column x Case IIIA. 
179 xx Case IIIA. 
179 x Case IIIA. 
179 XX Case IB. 
184 xx Case IB. 
184 xx Case IB. 
184 xx Case IB. 
184 XX Case IB. 
184 xx Case IB. 38 out of 40 professicmal parents: 
18 out of 36 tradesman parents. 
186 x Case IIB. 
188 x Case IA. 9 out of 31 oases. 
199 xx Case IB. 34 out of 38 cases. 
201 xx Case IB. 
201 xx Case IB. 34 out of 38 cases. 
201 xx Case IB. 35 out of 38 cases. 
202 xx Case IB. 
204 xx Case IB. 
~ 207 XX 
2].2 XX 
214 XX 
217 XX 
218 XX 
224 XX 
232 XX 
234 XX 
240 
• 240 XX 
241 XX 
257 XX 
258 
265 
268 
XX 
XX 
XX 
270 XX 
286 XX 
XX 
XX 
286 
295 
296 •• 296 X 
310 • 310 XX 
311 • 
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Case IB. 
Case IIIA. 
Case IIB. 
Case IB. 
Case IB. 
Case IIA. 
Case IB. 8 out of 76 cases. 
Case IB. 
Case IA. 
CaseiB. 
Case IA. 3 out of 20 professional families: 
4 out of 18 tradesman families. 
Case IIB. 8 out of 20 professionals 1 wives: 
none out of 18 tradesmen 1s wives. 
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APPENDIX F 
A NOTE ON 1'BE RELIABILITY OF THE MlllTHOD 
Beneath any piece of research lie the assumptions 
the research worker makes concerning the nature of the 
quest for knowledge. These assumptions are conventions, 
in that they affirm things which seem to be true on the whole 
but have not been finally validated, and they act as barrier< 
to keep the doubts which surround knowledge from engulfing 
it with confusion. Yfnile the research worker cannot hope 
to examine such assumptions with the thorouglmess of the 
philosopher, part of whose prof esc ion it is to find out 
whether there be any flaws in them, when it is possible for 
him to choose between alternative assumptions, he must be 
faithful to whichever ones seem to him the better grounded. 
In this note I try to share with the reader my own estimation 
of this thesis as a piece of knowledge. In the course of 
doing that I will have to lay bare certain assumptions, and 
indicate why they have been preferred to others. 
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It seems to me that the methodical search for 
systematic knowledge which v1e call science, earns its 
prestige by commending itself in two main ways. It 
presents conclusions which are consistent with other 
independently derived conclusions and with new experience -
that is to say, conclusions which can be tested and proven; 
and it works towards conclusions by a method which is 
constant or reliable, and can therefore be repeated. This 
distinction between testing and repeating is a clear one, 
and we should not suppose that conclusions are tested by 
repeating the steps through which they were reached. 
Testing lies ratrwr in the application of results to 
wider contexts. 1 
The extent to vvhich any piece of work leans on 
either of these two elements for its .acceptance varies 
greatly. Broadly speaking, repeatability is not expected 
of the methods by which hypotheses are conceived or new 
concepts developed, nor of the methods by which conclusions 
are reached concerning non-persistent objects (such as 
emotional states) or non-recurring events (such as the 
origin of mammals). Such conclusions conn"..Jend themselves, 
l Larrabee writes: "In the usual sense of the ter.'n, to 
prove anytning is to show that it is a necessary conse-
quence of something else wlli ch has been independently 
accepted on other gro Lmds." (Larrabee, H.A. , "Reliable 
Knowledge", Houghton lEifflin Co. , Boston, N.Y. , The 
Riverside Press, Cambridge, 1945, p. 316.) 
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usually after time rather tlmn i:wnediately, by their 
ability to withstand testing over a range of phenomena. 
On the other hand, repeatability is expected of the 
methods by which conclusions are reached about quanti-
fiable details or single oases which remain constant, 
since, by virtue of their specificity, such conclusions 
cannot be widely tested. As a result, these methods 
usually entail some experimental or quasi-experimental 
design. 
To say this is to make an over-simplification, of 
course, for probably no piece of v;ork ever leans on one 
of these supports only. There is a tendency, particularly, 
to seek acceptance for the study of a detail or a single 
case by reporting it as if it were illustrative of some-
thing broader, and, by su.ggesting analogies, to subsume 
it under a more widely applicable concept or theory. 
Also, the ':; idely applicable theory ;;rasps whenever it 
can at evio.{::'nces which themselves can be conRnended by 
their repeatability. It seems to me, therefore, that 
we ought not to expect that any piece of viOrk must lean 
on only one or other of these supports, or that it must 
lean on both, or even one, to the fullest possible degree. 
The question is not one of either/or, nor of all-or-none, 
but of how much of each is appropriate to the case. 
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As I have etated (pp. 8-11), n1y aim in the present 
piece of v1ork was entirely exploratory - to describe, to 
obeerve likenesses and differences between cases, and to 
suggest hypotheses to explain the:n by noticing what 
factors seemed to occur together. Also, I was interested 
in the more significant aspects of behaviour which defy 
quantification. Anci, furtiler, in orcler to cieal with 
roles in relation to values ancl needs, I had to use some 
new concepts wilich, in a first trial, I could not expect 
to apply with extre:ne precision. For these several 
reasons I c:iid not consider it appropriate to the case 
to proceed by a standardized method which would have a 
high degree· of reliability, and I expected that the work 
v;ould cornmend itself aainly by offering hypotheses which 
could be tested against other knowledge and, perhaps, 
against U.ifferently cJ.esigned pieces of new work. 
At the same time, I wished to preserve whatever 
rigour of method I could. Thus my aim placed me in a 
middle position in which I sought to preserve the advan-
tages of the more insightful and significant sociology 
(of which I would consider Durkheim, Weber, Simmel, 
Ivlannheira, Thomas and Parsons to be some of the best 
exemplars), without regress,ing from any genuine advance 
Vlhich might have been made in the recent striving after 
a better scientific status for the subject. 
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I aimed at a target at this middle level because I 
sh$.re the desire which some writers now express, for a 
sociology which will hold theory and research together. 
Merton has said that this object will be furthered if 
inquiry is guided by theories of the middle range . 1 
Larrabee is another person who has commented on the divorce 
between the theoretical and empirical members of the socio-
logical house, and he is careful to lay half the blame upon 
the offences of the latter member. 2 If anyone has felt 
acute dissatisfaction over the state of affairs which these 
authors describe, he will be sensitized to the detection of 
1 
"Complete sociological systems today, as in their day 
2 
complete systems of medical theory or of chemical theory, 
must give way to less imposing but better grounded theorisE 
of the middle range." (Merton, R.K., 11 Social Theory and 
Social Structure, Toward the Codification of Theory and 
Research", The Free Press of Glencoe, Illinois, 1949, p.7.) 
"The social studies deal with unique personalities living 
in particular societies; and both individuals and groups 
are extremely complex and subject to change. 
~This means that the seeker for reliable knowledge in 
these fields faces a continual dilemma in devising methods 
of attack to cope with his elusive materials. If, in 
imi ta.tion of the physical sciences, he insists upon 
relentless analysis w1d precision in measurement, he runs 
the risk of mutilation and dismemberment of the living 
wholes which form an important part of his data. If, on 
the other hand, in sympathy with the approach of the artist 
he resorts to broad, pictorial generalizations, he may find 
that they are so vague that he can neither prove nor dis-
prove them. As a result, the social studies suffer 
chronically from a plethora of heaped-up details without 
unifying meanings, a.'1d an over-supply of grandiose theories 
and broad concepts unlinked to adequate supporting data. 11 
(Larrabee, H.A., ibid., p. 22.) 
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the assumptions responsible for it, and he will want his 
ow::~ work to contribute something to the rehabilitation of 
the subject. 
It seems to me very likely t?1at in this movement into 
the middle range not only will the grand theories have to 
be made smaller, but the topics of empirical research will 
have to be made larger and more significant, and they may 
have to sacrifice a certain amount of f'ormal exactness. 
Secondly, we may have to lay more stress on the fact that 
in applicability science has another support to leru1 upon 
besides reliability, and that sometimes it ;CJust be leant 
upon much more heavily. \{e may also have to settle the 
(iUestion of whether or not, in the study of human behaviour, 
the mixture of these two ingredients of scientific plausi-
bility :!!1\!.§.i be different from ti1at in the study, say, of 
phyoical phenomena. 
As no royal road into this middle position is open to 
us, any avenue wLich appears to promise access to it is 
probably worth trying. One of the uore promising would seem 
to be a comparative study of different pieces of empirical 
work, undertaken to find out whether any recurring theoretica: 
themes are implicit in them. Another would be to conduct 
empirical work in a spirit of theoretical enquiry, and not 
feel that when one ventures into the exhilarating world of 
real data one must leave theoretical considerations behind. 
The present study was conceived on the latter plan of,/ ,, ', 
[f '.-- ' 
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approaching field data with the theoretical concepts of 
our sociological heritage in mind, of trying their useful-
ness for describing actual cases, and of theorizing about 
connections between the factors which can be isolated 
through using them. 
Operating in this middle position I wanted, in 
particular, to try the usefulness for systematic field 
work of the ideal type, as it appeared to be a tool which 
was sui ted to work in this range. Anyone who hopes to 
develop general hypotheses from concrete field data has to 
find his way from the diversity of experience to the 
simplicity of a model. All sciences which proceed to 
generality deal with such simplified constructs. They 
aim to abstract, and, by dropping out things of lesser 
relevance, to r~ lace experience with conceptual models. 
The ideal type would seem to be the model par excellence 
for describing behaviour, since behaviour is most s ignif i-
cantly apprehend.ed as a complex of' factors - a "living 
whole" as Larrabee has called it. This model asserts the 
relative constancy of a constellation of factors, so that 
sir.1ply to describe by Eleans o:r an ideal type is to theorize. 
]'or this reason it is well suited for the task of' holding 
theory and research together. I ma<:ie it my theoretical aim, 
therefore, to describe the families I saw either as one or 
several ideal types. 
The upshot of this is that the really serious and 
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important test of this thesis cannot be presented with it, 
as it lies in the future. The test of its acceptability 
will be whether the hypotheses developed here are proved 
in further work. And there is a test of worth apart from 
this. That test will not actually be tlmt future work 
should prove the hypotheses true, but that the hypotheses 
should draw e_ttention to problems which will be found to 
be significd.nt and answerable - v:hether they be a_nswered 
df irrnat i vely or otherwise. The value of a v:orth-while 
hypothesi2 lies in the J::"a.ct that it Uravvs attention to a 
crucial problem, and t;1is is o:f funtlanental importance, 
since ssxing the right ~uestion is one of the most critical 
stages in the whole scientific process for d2termining the 
fruitfulness of the results. li'or this reason it is import-
ant that hypotheses shoul<i be clear, clefini to ancl pointed, 
and I have striven i'or these t.1uali ties in the depiction of 
the master types. 
It is difficult to know how the hypotheses will be 
taken up, but it might not be altogether idle to speculate 
on the way furt~1er work cuuld proceed, if it used the 
present hypotheses for its point of departure. I said 
early (p. 8) that any typolObY reached as a result of the 
study could not claim. to be exhaustive, as it would only 
Gover the t~~i'fJE:B chanced upon in a su1all number of cases. 
Cn the otlle.r hand, the types having been delineated, they 
appeared to be simply logical posEibilities tor cohesion-
either husband BXHl y·,'if e pursued the same cm-·1prehens i ve ends 
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througi1 the fwnily; or, though following certain like ends, 
they also followed some notably different ones. In the 
latter case they either excluded the pursuit of their 
different ends from their associational life in the family, 
thus exercising a fair amount of independence, or one or 
both adopted sorne coercive measure in an effort to tnake the 
f'a:-;1ily serve ends u.n2hured by the partner. Here, at once, 
is a, problem for further invastigation, both on the theoret-
ical and empirical planes. Although these are logical possi-
bilities, are tbey exhaustive- or c-..re there other possibiliti 
besides? Can other cohesion types be conceived, and can they 
in fact be :t'ocmd in a larger sample? A second question of a 
related kind is whether or not there are sub-types vvi thin 
eaoh type. For example, I have described the Viithdrawing 
and out-going variants af the identification type of family. 
Do variants of svme l:ind cr oth,::::r also e.x.ist for the adapt-
ation and false-identification types? Are thert: other variant 
of tl1e id8ntification type? 
I have said trot "the types could he ve,luable in that 
ectch one may circumscribe the limiting conditions within which 
certain generalities about relations betv;een husband and vlife 
and parent and child may l1old" (p. 442), and that "this v;ould 
seem to be a very important contribution to the study of 
families, since gen8ralizations about euch relations for the 
whole society can be so easily belied by citing exceptions• 
(p.442). An exception may be a pointer towards the limits wit 
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which a gccneralization holdo true, r·ather than an evidence 
of its falsehood. '.i.'he r,min value of the familY types is 
that they postulate that certain things go together, onlz 
.lliJS:,er a oarti cular umbrella as it were - tf.e umbrella being 
supplied by identity or divergence in the parents' values, 
and by acknowledgement or su:Jpres:oion of divergence where 
that occurs. Pairs of' factors which seem to occur together 
must therefore be tested for aseociation in families of one 
type, rather than in any family at all. :l!'or instance, I have 
suggcstoc: that habi tua.l rivalry betvJeen children is found in 
the adaptation type but not in the identification type. It 
could scarcely be considered a general characteristic of the 
families of our society, there:·ore. Jl.gain, I have sugsested 
that adolescEnt rEvolt only ocoure in adaptation and false-
identification types of' fac.Jily, and that unly in the latter 
type is it characteristically accompanied by feelings of' guil· 
I have all3o suggested that in adaptation ts·pe fa:nilic:s the 
parents' relati0m; v,ith the child 8.re colo. and irresponsible 
but indulgent, in the identification type they are res;JonsiblE 
and v;armly affectionate, and in the false-identification type 
they are psychologically OiJpressive. 1l'hese, and all other 
hypotheses posited by the master types will need to be 
separately tested. 
In the Conclusion I have suggested that in the adaptatior 
and false-identification farnilies pressu:res arG recognizable 
wi:ich ni;:;ht lead tovmrd2 separation or divorce (p. 431). It 
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would be interesting to go further and inquire whether 
divorce and separation are confined to these types of 
family. This might be done by taldng a sample of recent 
cases of sel)aration and divorce, and atter,l"Jting to recon-
. struct the situation from as many informants and sources 
of information as can be found, to discover what were the 
char:1uter ieti cs of the divorcees 1 family. I have ale o 
suggested that in:pulsive behaviour in children in the 
adaptation type of family had some tiff'inity 'Nith certain 
kinds of behaviour seen in delinquents, and that the 
oppressed mentality of children of' tire false-identification 
type had affinitios with neurotic behaviour. It would also 
be interesting therefore to study the families of selected 
children who are known to have shown mark8d delinquent or 
neurotic tendencies, to discover ~hether or not their 
families have always the features of these respective types. 
If the types I have d.es cr ibed v:in a.ny credence, it 
would probably ha thought w0rth-while (and certainly it 
VJould be necessary) to try to clcfl:1e :-Juch more precisely 
the kinds of behaviour hy 1vhich they can be recognized, 
ancl tb.at in itself 1Hould afford scope for much research. 
1'his applies to all the evidences used for classifying the 
simple types, but it applies particularly to the evidences 
needed for identifying the master types. How can VIC tell 
with confidence whetLer or not control in a family and the 
personal space cnj oyed by its members are legitimate (as 
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1 lef:-tt:Lro_aten is c~efined on p.263}? 1.'fe may recognj_ze such 
sanctioned behaviour by a ccrrcPpondence exi.stin:z br,ty.:een 
verbc:tli7,,;d p::cir.ciples ancl nonstantly repeated pErform&.nces, 
in much the same way as 1;1e recognize the existence of 
personal vs.lues. But a. great c1.eal of the ~tlost ctrongly 
se,r1ctioned bo.::haviour is talc en for t.:_:ran ted and passes ·Hi thout 
comment, and. to pronounce upon it seemr: to the actors 
ludicrous or priggish. Hov; do we know ths.t behaviour of 
that kind is legitimate? l~egative evidences such as 
willine; compliance, t,,cceptance of leadership and absence 
of remonstration, und llositive evidences such as approval 
of the person whose actions affeet one, sympathy v.:ith IJ.is 
cctrivings and interest in his welfare, v:ill probably afford 
tb.e necessary clues if they can be studied. and described 
carefully. It seems to me thut recoe;nition of this kind 
of behaviour is crucially imports.,nt in sociology, since 
the equipment for d:rav:in~T the fundamental sociological 
distinctions depends on it. 
Further, in the matter of a better definition of 
behavioural evid,,nces, jf we are interested in relating 
social structures to individual eatisfaction,the evidences 
of iw'!i vidual need. -satisfaction, such as ':wre outlined on 
pp. 390 and 391, will want much more precise definition. 
How do we know, for example, when a person is controlling 
his impulses v;ith the object of conforming his behaviour 
to e:.n idea of who ho is, that is, of acting in character? 
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Or, to taKe another exanJ.ple, how do v;e reco 6 nize the 
spontaneity t!1at ccxnes i'ro.m transcend:i.ng self-consciousness 
by beins v~holly lost in a group? HovJ is this enthusiasm 
distinguished from and related to the absorption of engross-
ment in a task, ~1x16 the shedding of self-consciousness V'ihich 
E·.lso accompu.nies that state? 
This last c1uestion could lead on to another more 
obscure problem, and it is one which entails theoretical 
as well as empirical considerations. It is sometimes said 
that we ought not to speak of needs for such generalized 
things as security and freedom, but only for EPecific 
s e our i ties <:wd i'reedoms. Presumably this is be caue e of 
the semantic objection to abstract terms. But I prefer to 
retain the notion of a generalized need, because I think 
the generality is psychological rather than conceptual (just 
as it is with values), in the sense thbt one thing may do 
instead of the other, and alternative external objects may 
meet ths one subjective lack. It appears that we do not 
need Bpecific things a.t all but only a eatisfaction having 
fairly ceners.l character is t ice. Thus engrossment in a task 
and enthusiaB::~l in e. groUl) may be equally able to satisfy 
the s<m:e. neeu for freedom - intoxication may be another way 
of doing so. SecLlrity may be equa.lly and altsrm:tively 
supplied by anchorage in a group, in a love-relationship, 
in b.istory, in the ·materic:.l \';orld, or in a religious systen. 
The need for iO.entity ?'light be satisfied by a highly 
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elaborated ego-ideal, an ascribed role, aL, actual 
achieve:~1ent, or- in phantasy. The chapter on need satis-
faction was intended to show hov1 satisfactions for these 
28J"'1e needs are found in different ~'iays b~, the members of 
different types of family. If pursued with e:;rea ter refine-
ment in the study of the family, this line of inquiry might 
throw soMe light on general .t~roblems having to do wi tb the 
relation betv1e en the individual and the group. 
The foregoing has supplied hypothetical examples of 
the kind of further work in which the conclusions of the 
present work might be applied, and in which t,1eir worth 
and trJJ.th will be tested. :But I have said tr,at, though 
I expected the work woclld conunend itself mainly by its 
applicability in ways like tbese, I tried to preserve 
whatever rigour of method I could in reaching my conclusions. 
Underst&xldinc the tasl~ as I did, as an exerciEe in the 
adoption of the ideal type, on the side of repeatability 
(or what I shall now call reliability), I paid attention 
to two things mainly. First, I tried to show tbe steps 
of cond6nsation by which I passed from a number of concrete 
cases to the three master ty;Je models. It was in the procesE 
of C:.cing this that it became important to count the number of 
caseE which were of each type. 1'his numerical step was a 
precaution for guarding against that impressionism (which 
otherwise alwo.ys <.<.ccompanies a knowledge of a number of 
cases) which is disposed to conclude that "most" or "few" 
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cases of a certain kind bad a certain second character-
istic. Bec:mse I was able to do so I simply counted them, 
and did not allow myself to develop ideas s .. bout connections 
unlecs it v;as plain that tbe factors in c-'uestion went 
together in a number of cases. And., in adDition to this, 
I tried. to school myself in the practice of using explioi t 
behavioc:tral evidencef' l'or assigning the oases to simpl~ 
types. I know of no better drill tuan this for worlc which 
tries to penetrate to the middle range by the road I have 
ta:ken. But, before I say VJhy I consiO.ered. that attention 
to these t1vo things vvould suffice for rcliabili ty, I must 
say a v,ord about the notion of reliability itself. 
It must be adnitted by all that, considered in any 
other :form than the standard error of' quantitative measures, 
reliability is one of the nost elusive, confused and dis-
putable concepts in 1~ethodology - which contrasts strangely 
v;ith the fact tl1.at it has recently been accepted so viid.ely. 
The concept refers essentially to the consistency with 
v1bioh a meaeurine; instrument or procedure will produce the 
same neasure. But how is this to be demonstrated for non-
qunntitative observations? 
In psyct.tolo&-icc:tl und eO.uc;::,Ltional tests there have 
been four main ways of ntteliiJJting to establish reliability: 
the "split-half" method, by which the scores for a group of 
cases on half the items of a test are correlated with those 
on the oHwr !mlf; the "test-retest" L1etbod, in which the 
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scores un the one test administered twice over an interval 
of time are correlated; the "alternative form" method, in 
wl1icll the c:)rrela.tion bt:tv:een scores on tv1o equivalent forms 
of a teet is esti~--~ated; and tl::t_e Kuder-Hichardson ttre~tional 
equive..lence;1 10.ethod, v·;l1ich is ree .. l.l:r be~eed on a definition 
of oquival:mt forms in termE of the interchangeability of 
the items in pairs . 1 Jordan2 has sho1iln that the first and 
third of tl1ece are O~ir'ferent meacures, and Goodenough3 has 
shown that tl1e first and second. are U.ifferent measures -
they s>re not three clifferent wac'S to the one thing "relia-
bility" at all. Loevine;er, 4 who is ama-"eci tim t, since 
Goodenough ·wrote, so much vvor1;:: has been con6.ucteci without 
reg1">rci for her conclusione, supports her viev1s, and points 
out the unwarrantable aesunpticns on which all four of the 
tests rest. Both Goodenough and Loevinger recommend that 
the notion of reliability be abandoned, Um t the pro ceciure 
taken to c·0Lll11~Snd tb.e repeatability of a measure be simply 
1 The four methode are described in a monograph byLoevinger 
~oevinger, June, "A Syctcnntic .A~'":roe>ch to the Construe tic 
1:111d 'i:valuatbn of Tests of Ability". In Psychological 
Monographs, Vol. 61, no. 4, 1947. 
2 Jorci~oon, R. C., 
Coetficie:nt". 
Vol. 26, 1935, 
''An :C]cperimental Study of the Reliability 
In Journal of :;i:Quco.tiona,l .Psychology, 
pp. 4-16-426. 
3 Gocdenough, Florence L., ''A Critical ITote on the Use of 
the Ter;·a ":.~eliabili ty" in l!ent&.l z.;easurc'ment''. In Journal 
of' :;_;ducutional ychology, Vol. 27, 1936, pp. 173-178. 
4 Loevinger, Jane, i bio .. 
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stc:;,ted, o.ncl that tl1e particulur proc.:ec~Lu~s chosen should 
be that v,rhich is ayrropria:'ce to the case. 1 There should 
be no belief that, when a certc::· .. in test bas been performed 
.s.no_ a correlation coefficient obt<::ined, ;:;atiuf:::?..ction has 
been siven c:~nd the 11.1atter put beyond. U_oubt. It VJoulcl see:m 
. to me esp •;::cially itaporte..nt to ep oneself from believing 
that by such gestures any Tneasure can be categorically 
put beyond the d0ubt in wl1ich otb~r meaLures, not likewise 
testable, are thOUf:;ht to rexna.in. 
~xcept that one prefers not to jettison the term, one 
in g. 
" ~:.nc.,lccoue to t~'J.:;;_t by VJiJich :ri[:~herc: disxniEses the arbitraril: 
chosen oonfi~ence levels cf statistics as tests of signifi-
canoe which have irJ.peratively to be satisfied. J3otb are 
s.c:tG of clarification vvhiclJ rc:cJ.ind us that it is one 'JJorld, 
sx1d that all sericus Eli-:;tLodical worlc c1uy be erabrt1.ced in 
science, cne piece of ~ork ~ii'fering from another in its 
-------~-----· 
1 Goodenough states: "What we should do, I think, is to 
relegs.te the use of the terw 1 reliability' to the limbo 
of outv:c.rn concepts and express our results in terms of 
the a.ctual procedure used." (Goodenough, l<'lorence L., 
ibid., p.177). Loevinger echoes her view: "The statist· 
ical formulas utilizing reliability coefficientE are basE 
on asEuu.ptiuns at best so inaccessible, at worst so con-
trary to clinical experience, that the atteupt to find a 
substitute for the notion of reliability, based on 
assu·wptions closer to the reE,l E'i tucJ.tion in testing, 
ap_pears wel:~ justified. !t (I;oevinger, Jane, ibid., p.lO), 
2 Fisher, Sir R. 11 St::=:.tistical 1tethods a.nd Scientific 
Induction". In Journal cf the Royal StEctistioaJ._..S,ociety 
Vol.l'?, no .1, 1955. /;.;;'''" 
,,, 7 
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~egree of precieiun a!l•:licability, but not in kihd. 
\lhc,t the acceptance of this view meant :for the present 
piece of wo1•k was that I adopted the twofold proce6.ure 
I :r~1ave described: (i) showing the steps of condensation 
by which I passed from a number of actual oaees to the 
fictional master-ts•pes, and ( ii) usin£S explicit behavioural 
evid.e;ncec i'or assigning the cases to simple types, because 
I judged t:1is to be the only way to eecure what reliability 
I could v;ithout :i'orfeiting the theoretical significance I 
iesireo in the treatment of the data. 
~f.lhis rvas a 1·,;odest discipline vJb ich ·was possible within 
the lir:.J.itt ililJJOGed by my aim, E-Jnd one w::-licb I was therefore 
obliged to embrace. I did not imagine, though, nor did I 
ruean to pretend, that these cautions would lend any high 
degree o:C reliability to the study. As I admitted very 
early in the thesis, much inexactness remained (p.15). This 
was prutly c~,ue to the inexact nature of some of the analytico 
concepts ti;emselves, &,nd partly due to the fact the_t the 
behavioural evidccnces on wbioh my typing judgments were 
based were not r:tanclt;;_r(li;;:;ecL or pre-ordained - c:2 the response 
of ::~n objective test axe. Tl1u~-: c.:a12es mi;ht be clasc::-i:l'ied 
to,;ether on the basis of very cciverse i telLS e,f' be!Javiour, 
or dif.ferent combinations of ite~s, or items which only 
took on significe,nco because of their context in the complete 
case study. 
I went to wvrk on the analyc>is of the material I had 
coll~cted by saturating myeelf with the case studies. 
I needed to hold all the data. about any family in mind 
at once, if I could, since there was no simple correspondenc• 
betvveen the oate;;JricG under v,l1ich I had collected the 
material w1d the analytical conc0pts, whiuh were even then 
only emerging in n;y mind. l!Iore than this, for these concept: 
to be come clear, I needed to holu the ciata on <dl the 
fcHD.ilies in mine.\ at once, since it was only the likenesses 
c;.nd differences between cases tllect suggested what analytical 
concepts would be relevant. This v;as a Marathon task, and I 
epent three mohths' full-time work reading over the whole sei 
of case histories a number of times, until the details were 
vivid in my mind and alr:wst memorized. Only then was I 
equipped to proceed with the typing, and in anigning any 
case to a type I s2.tisfied ulyGelf thD"t there was smne 
8Xplici t behcwioural pattern which would give me &;rounds 
for doing so. I tuok one pace forward from the intuitive 
type of judgment which apprehends sor•Jething without being 
able to give reo,sons ior believintc; it to be the case -
which wight assert, for instance, "I believe t~is family 
to be so-and-so, but I couldn't say why". Instead, I con-
stantly asked myself, "How wae this shown?" when a typing 
judtc;ment was made. Even so, for the reasons which I have 
tc;iven, I was only able to indicate very broad classes of 
evidence as indices for assigning ths families to types. 
But I considered it important for the acceptability of my 
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method that the reader should understand what these were, 
end, in every case where it would not be plain either from 
common sense or :from the definition of the types themselves, 
wherever I have distinguished between types of cases I have 
given the range of behavioural evidences on which I based my 
judgments about particule:.r cases. And I supplemented this 
by givine; illustrative exclmples. 1 I believe that anyone who 
,, 
tries to stand in the unenviable middle position of preservin 
the dual ndvantages of insight nnd m0thod oan do little more 
1 }<'or exa;11ple, on p. 14B I give the range of behavioural 
evidences on which judgments about social reeponsibility 
were made, on pp. 149-150 I defi.ne the types abstractly, 
and between pp. 152 and 169 I give illustrative instances 
of the different ways in which these attitudes were shown. 
On pp. 169-170 I give the range of behavioural evidences 
on whioh judgments about values were made, on pp. 73-76 
the abstract definition of the types, and illustrations 
are f,iven between pp. 172 and 176. The types which were 
thought to be self-explanatory or whose definitions them-
selves conveyed the sort of behaviour involved, were a few 
which had to do with overt characteristics, euch as whethe 
or not the parente excused themselves from demonstrating 
affection for the children, whether or not the father 
relinquished the affective-interest role to the mother, 
whether or not the fa.ther exceeded a minimum ehare in 
child direction ancl instruction, whether the domestic 
help given by the father was only token help or more than 
that, whether the fringe functions were reduced to a 
minimum or deliberately retained, and whether the husband 
or wife had exclusive power of determining the budget or 
shared it with the partner. But in all caees where the 
abetract classification was some distance removed from 
tbe behaviour that was believed to exemplify it, I have 
been s.t pains to connect the abetract type with the sort 
of behaviour on which judgments v1ere based. All of the 
places in the thesis where this has been done will be 
given, when I show f'or what reasons the family described 
in the case study was assigned to the various types. 
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than this. Hor can he do less. His heavy burden is to 
convey the intuitive across to the objective. 1 If he 
succeeds in this it might be called his peculiar ocntri-
bution to science. 
The result was that, through the whole process of 
analyzing the data, I was conscious of the necessity of 
demonstrating what I ae serted., and, at the sarJle time, of 
the extreme difficulty of doing so. This >•as due to the 
fact that I was usually referring to a number of cases, on 
each of which I had probably made a composite judgment on 
a rEJ.thcr miscellaneous aEzortment of items of behaviour, 
which were of very varied adequacy from case to case. From 
start to finish I was tempted to retreat from this position 
into one of the more comfortable and conventional extremes. 
I only managed to screw my courage to the stic~dng place by 
:·irmly resolving upon the convention of stating the order 
of data on which I would base my ju6.gmcnts, an·d illustrating. 
For I came to believe that this would be a fair way of 
supplying the reader with the material he would need to 
l The word "objective" can be used in different ways. It 
can mean something wl'lich is there for anyone to 6.iscover, 
and, used thus, lt rnakes an opposite of "subjective", 
when that term is made to mean the projection of one's 
own preconceptions or demands. But it can rnean a form 
of knowledge which is public, because expressed in terms 
which <1re conventionally defined, and then it is opposed 
to "subjective", when that word means private or intuitive 
knowledge. Taking it for e;ranted that the matter reported 
in the thesis is quite objective in the first sense, I am 
trying to make the voint that it is a stage on the way to 
objectivity in the second sense. 
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estimate for himself the degree of reliability inherent 
in the study. The mode of presentation was itself to be 
the indicator of reliability, so to speak. I did not 
imagine that it would do other than transparently show 
the reliability to be meagre, but I hoped it might earn 
for the study the credit of being more than intuitive. 
It will perhaps eerve as a sample of my procedure, 
if I set out now in tabular form my reasons for assigning 
the family in the oaee study in Appendix :B, to the various 
types, including the master type. This family was number 17 
on the chart shown in Appendix E. For each type I will list 
(i) the place in the text where the types are defined, 
(ii) the place where the kind of behavioural data used for 
assigning a case to one or other of the types is given, and 
(iii) the items from the case study from which a behavioural 
pattern for this particular family was recognized. As well 
as listing these places, to which the reader may refer, I 
will try to SUJJ.' arize (ii) and (iii) in brief formulae. 
SOCIAL CLASS 
( . ) (~i) 
(iii) 
Types defined: pp. 96-98. 
Behavioural dat<?. for classifying cases: 
In which mode the family is placed by 
data used in Warner's I.S.C. 
PP·94-95· 
scoring the 
Classification of this family: ~r I,ower Class, 
from case study items 
no. 4 (father's occupation): 
7 ~source of income): 
5 house type): 
3 dwelling area): 
4 X 4 - 16 
5 X 3 - 15 5 X 3 - 15 
5 X 2 - 10 
To tal - .2.£ 
The score of 56 lies within the mode to which 
designation Upper Lower Class is ap:plied. 
the 
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SOCIAL MOBILITY OF FIRST GENERATION 
(i) Types defined: p.107. 
(ii) Behavioural data for classifying oases: p.107. 
Comparison of the occupations, prosperity, places 
of residence and social participation of parents 
with those of their own parents. 
(iii) Classification of this family: lvioving to ceiling of 
class of origin, from case study items no. 9, 10, 
ll, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 24, 25, 26, 27, 30, 41 and A 
From the families of e, paper-ruler in the printing 
incluetry and an interior-decorator, reepectively, 
F and lW: have moved into the family of a ({Ualified 
lino-type operator. In their families of origin 
they enjoyed the benefits of a working man's living. 
They "didn't have to gu begging", but certainly 
never had too much of anything. Since marriage ]' 
has changed his job twice to improve his status 
and income, but has not changed from the actual 
trade in which he was trained. The family has 
changed from its former place of residence, but 
has not moved from the one suburb. After paying 
off the furniture, and recovering from the set-
back of being on Air Force pay, the family has 
become established by a steady increase in income 
and savings and in its standard of living. Vlhereas 
their own parents were not interested in accepting 
positions of responsibility in the community, F is 
extremely active and holds a number of responsible 
positions in the labour movement. 
ASPIRATION FOH. CHILDREN 
(i) Types defined: pp. 120-121. 
(ii) Behavioural »ata for classifying cases: pp. 120-121. 
Parents• expressed wishes. 
(iii) Classification of this family: Equal with family of 
ori;rin, from case study items no. 97, 104, 110 and' 
The parents• aspirations for the children are fluid, 
for what they finally do will partly depend on what 
ability they demonstrate. So far, lS has d.emonstrai 
very little ability, and it seems very unlikely thai 
he will continue at school beyond the Intermediate 
Examination. In that eventuality the parents expec1 
that he will enter eome trade of his own choosing. 
lD, at the age of eight, is too young for anyone to 
entertain serious aspirations for her. 
CLASS 
(i) 
(ii) 
( . ' " ) J.. ..... .J.,
SELF- DTCLUSION 
Types defined: pp. 136-143. 
Behavioural data for classifying cases: p. 135. 
Views and attitudes directly expresecd. 
Classification of this family: Working class imperUUi 
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from case study items no. 38, 39, 41-44, 54, So and 1: 
1'he parents, and J;' particularly, grant no legi timac: 
to class ~istinctions and treat all people alike, 
i.e. as "workers". They believe that all that is 
valuable, whether material or cultural, can be 
realized within the working class. F1 s wide 
associational life extends exclusively to movements 
for working-class betterment, and sporting, social 
and cul tura.l groups comprised of workers. 
RESPONSIBILITY ATTITUDE 
(i) Types defined: pp. 149-150. (ii) Behavioural data for classifying cases: pp. 148-149. 
Political affiliation, and attitudes expressed to 
a variety of things in the society, particularly 
to some controversial features of it. (iii) Classification of this family: Liberal, 
VALUES 
(i) 
( ii) 
from case study items no. 18, 19, 51, 54, 56, 112 
and 116. F has inherited his own parents' politics 
s~1pathies for the Labour Party. Observing the 
muddledom and insincere efforts of those who waged 
the war and other social injustices he decided to 
do something about our social betterment. But he 
does not anticipate radical social change, pinning 
his hopes instead to the gradual legislative reforms 
of the Labour Party. For instance, he favours the 
monarchy, but he thinks that many reforms are called 
for in that institution. He has a strong sense of 
responsibility to the existing occupational structur 
in contributing to his trade and trade associations, 
and opposes the radicalism of Communism. He recom-
mends instead that people should all take a respons-
ible interest in their everyday life and work. M, 
who had earlier adopted Labour Party views, 
sympathetically and quite uncritically assumes F 1 s 
attitudes. 
Types defined: pp. 73-76. 
Behavioural data for classifying cases: p. 169. 
Correspondence between persistent efforts to achieve 
a certain type of satisfaction (as shown by the tren 
in the composite picture of the family's activities) 
and the verbalization of principles of behaviour, 
especially expressions of satisfaction and dissatis-
faction, and views about the standards of life and 
sense of values which parents hope to see their 
children develop. 
(iii) Classification of this family: Spiritual (including 
membership)+ eR:oistic real, or, more specifically in 
VALUE 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
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this case, membership+ partisanship+ self-expansion, 
with membership and partisanship predominant; from 
case study items 38, 46, 50, 53, 54 (third paragraph), 
64, 76, 79, 109, 112 and 113. 
The family' e membership values are shown in the higf: 
valuation placed upon family life by all m'cmbers, in 
particular, and upon their relations with kinsfolk. 
The parents believe that family life requires a grea 
deal of "give and take", and ths.t very ofter:~ persona 
desires have to be surrenderc.d to family good -
without this their family would not be where it is. 
There is a strong conviction about the importance of 
a general morality to regulate relations outside of 
the family, and for training in which the children 
are sent to church and Sunday School. Partisan 
values are shown in the intense absorption in 
aotivi ties for the working-class movement. In sport 
and recreation some membership values are also sough 
as an important part ofF's golf and M1 s theatre-
going is the company in which they are enjoyed, and 
team membership has been very important in games 
which F has played earlier. They deliberately set 
themselves against the egoistic and ostentatious 
outlook which wants money for its own salce and wants 
the home over-furnished. Certain egoistic values 
are expressed, however, in the excessive time and 
devotion which F gives to golf, often not oaring 
whether he has a familiar partner or not, in his 
other leisure activities at the week-end, in his 
self-improving activities in attending evening 
classes, and in reading; and also by Min her 
browsing and radio-listening. The parents' A.V. 
tests, giving average to high scores in both oases 
for economic, political, social and theoretical 
"values" , and low for religious lends some support 
to the view that they are seeking their main satis-
factions through solidarity with lcin, family and cla1 
DIVERGENCE BETvf.EEN PARENTS 
Types defined: p. 185. 
Behavioural data for classifying cases: p. 185. 
Direct observation of different values followed by 
the separate parents, and expressions by the Parents 
of disappointment, frustration, resentment and shame 
relativ,~ to the other partner, in so far as he or 
she p~rsued satisfactions for which there was no 
shared liking. 
Classification of this family: No value divergence 
between parents, from case study items listed as for 
Values. A large part of' the evidence was negative in 
that behaviour of the kind used for detecting value 
divergence was not found. But there was also 
VALUE 
( i) 
( ii) 
(iii) 
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positive evidence, in so far as there was strong 
agreement in the membership and partisanship 
values described above - the principal values." 
Both pLtrents relied upon one another for the 
realization of membership values within the 
family and with kin, and M was strongly sym-
pathetic with and supported F in his sporting 
activities and in those for the labour movement. 
DIVERGENCE BETVf.B!EH GEKBRATTONS OF THE FAMILY 
Types defined: p. 186. 
Behavioural data for classifying cases: p. 186. 
Direct observation of different values being 
followed by the parents and children separately, 
and feelings of betrayal by, dissatisfaction with, 
or contempt for the parents on the part of the 
children. 
Classification of tnis family: l'Jo value divergence 
between generations, from caee study items as listed 
for Values, and also items no. 88, 89, 90, 92, 95, 
96, 99, 100 and 101. 
A large part of the evidence was negative in that 
behaviour of the kind used for detecting value 
divergence was not found. There is some positive 
evidence for the same thing in that, to the extent 
that the children have consciously reflected their 
desires, they value participation with the family 
and kin in the same way as their parents do, and 
seek a similar kind of satisfaction with peers 
and in the church. 
PREFBB.,."illD COUTACT FOR PRIMARY RELATIONS 
(i) Types defined: pp. 199, 202-204. 
(ii) Behavioural data for classifying cases: pp. 199, 
200-204. 
Intensity of feeling, degree of interaction and 
mutual dependence of parents with relatives, 
neighbours and friends respectively. 
(iii) Classification of this family: Kin preferr~, from 
case study items no. 46-48, 65, 72 and 74. 
11 has only one particular friend apart from 
relatives. :&, formerly had one, but now has none 
of any intensity, the closest a)proach being some 
contacts with a few work-mates. Contacts with 
neighbours are deliberately kept from becoming 
involved. Contacts with relatives are frequent, 
friendly and open, and embrace a ~reat deal of 
mutual service. M considers that her main 
friendships are supplied by relatives, particularly 
by her Sr and Sr-in-law. 
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l'fEIGHBOUR RELATIONS 
(i) Types defined: pp. 204 and 207. 
(ii) Behavioural data for classifying cases: pp. 204 and 
207. Intensity of feeling, degree of interaction 
and mutual dependence of parents with neighbours. 
(iii) Classification of this frunily: Polite curtailment, 
from item 47. 
Services of petty help are exchanged amongst the 
neighbours, and the children are encouraged to 
~aingle freely. But intimacy between adults is 
avoided, by never visiting one another's homes, 
except at Xmas, and by positively discouraging 
the practice. 
PRlli~~~&qzD USE ff0R SOCIABILITY 
( i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
MAIN 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Types defined: pp. 196-197, 216 and 219. 
Behavioural data for classifying cases: pp. 196-
197. 216-219. 
Whether the discretion of sociability is observed 
or relaxed, thus preventing or leaving the way 
open for relationships to develop into enduring 
friendship, and whether sociability is exploited 
for public conspicuousness. 
Classification of this family: Seeking friendship, 
from items 43, 48 and 69. 
F's and M1 s sociability activities, apart from 
those with family and kin and M1 s close friend , 
are with F's five work-mates. These friendshi 1,s 
are enduring, the same friends are met in a 
variety of circRmstances, and they are sufficiently 
taken for granted for marked discretion to be 
unnecessary. 
NON-OBLIGATORY CONTACT 
Types defined: pp. 239 and 240. 
Behavioural data for c;lassifyine': cases: pp. 239 and 
240. Time and attention given to sociability, 
primary involvements and voluntary asEociation 
respectively. 
Classification of this family: Primary involvements, 
from items 41-44, 46-48, 69, 72 and 74. 
Primary relations, principally with kin, make up 
the greater part of the non-family relations of 
both parents. M is engaged by relationships of 
this type almost exclusively. With F, voluntary 
activities connected with the union are also 
important, but do not occupy whole week-ends and 
evenings in the way his primary relationships do. 
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ADOLESCliiH'rS• RANKIHG 0]' J;'AUILY Alffi P.B;Ii:TI GROUP 
(i) Types defined: p. 212. 
(ii) Behavioural data for clasEifying cases: p. 212. 
Adolescents' conversational preoccupations and 
use of spare time. 
(iii) Classification of this family: Family and peer 
group ranked egual, from items 61, 88, 96, 100 and. 101 
18 spends a great d>cal of recreation in company with 
·the family, anc1 also a great deal •lith peers. The 
two are linked together by all his neighbourhood 
friends being encuuraged to come to the house, and 
by the family sometimes joining the peers on Sundays 
in certain of their recreational activities. 
EXTERl'L'\.L ORIKHTAT IOl'T 
(i) Types defined: pp. 240-241. 
(ii) Behavioural tiata for classifying cases: pp.240-241. 
Extent of external participation, preoccupations of 
family discussion, and nature of the pressure 
causing members to move out. 
(iii) Classification of this family: Positive out-going, 
from items 39-49, 52, 56, 65-75, 92-101, 112, 116. 
Their kinsfolk, F's work-mates and voluntary 
activities, e.nd the chilclren 1 s companions are all 
cultivated far beyond the requirements of obligatory 
association, and form a large part of the· collllllon 
concern and interest of the members of the family. 
They are not driven into these interests because of 
dissatisfaction with the family, but seek them 
because of their intrinsic satisfaction. 
:B'RINGE JJ'U:NCTIOUS. I. R.SC.REATION &/or RELIGION 
(i) Types defined: p. 222. 
(ii) Behavioural data for classifying cases: pp.222-228. 
How far religious &/or recreational activities are 
retained by the family. 
(iii) Classification of this family: Retained, from items 
31, 36, 61, 62 and 88. 
A large portion of the free time of family members 
is spent in recreation together, including an 
annual holiday together. Religious activities 
are relinquished. 
]'RINGE 
( i) 
FUNCTIONS. II. PRODUCTION 
Types defined: p. 222. 
( ii) Behavioural data for classifying cases: pp.222, 256-25 
How far productive activities are retained by the 
family. 
(iii) 
( i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
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Glaesification of this faL1ily: Retained, from items 
31, 55-'57, 81 and 82. 
M finds a great ~eal of the intrinsic satisfaction 
of her role in the preparation of food for the 
family, in malcint:; clothing, and. in decorating and 
fitting up the home. F gives himself enthusiasticall: 
to the gardens and lawns, and does more even than is 
expected cf lli"t'l by doing helpf;ll jobs about the place 
Types defined: pp. 262-266, 273-285. 
:BellavivurG.l data i'or clase ifying cases: pp ~ 263-266, 
273-285. 
Whethc-:r tL1e division of recDonsibility for decizion-
making ic by agreement and. Consent (and. according to 
a certain principle), or by assertion. 
Clas2 ifi cation of tbi s family: Lep;i ti.ma te pt~.triarchy, 
from items 33, 55-57, 59, 78, 81, t2, 115. -
F detcr~ines the ~udget, and is the undisputed final 
juo.ge in iiciestions relating to ciiscipline, heavy 
eA.pense and radical changes in the fatnily' s v;ay of 
life. M is allowed complete control of the house-
hole\ e~nU. routine fc:tulily uctivi ties, and "pleases 
herself entirely in her arrc~,ngenents". Both parents 
have a sense o:I:' persGnr::..l 'v\:orth anci satisfaction in 
discharging the rceponeibilities allotted to them, 
and each is highly satisfiea \lith tl1e partner's 
performance. 
DO~STIC HELP GIVEN BY li'ATHBRS 
(i) Types defined: p. 258. 
(ii) Behavioural data for cldssifying cases: p. 258. 
:1hether or not a. la.rger sbare of dumestic duties 
thv.n token help is underte.ken by J:r' s.s his due 
o bl igc" t ion. 
(iii) Clac:·:ifie;[;.,tion vi this family: ~:roken ht:;lp, from 
( . ) 
( ~ i) 
(tii) 
"t··- "11 ~~ ~7 - - ~Q 1 t;tuS ..) ..._ , ..) j 1 ) 2-hlh.t. ) -:J. 
ll"s pi.:Ll't in dot~Icstic (~uti<:.'S and pernons.,l care of 
t~1e chil0_ren is cJ.liJ!(;E::t n igible. 
Types defined: pp. 265-266. 
Behavioural dat~ ~·or claseifying cases: pp. 265-266. 
~hether F's deter~ined ti1e initial allocation of 
tl3eir e&r2in~r ~1lone, or in consultation witl1 t!1eir 
;~ives, or surrendered the decision to tileir wives 
completely. 
Clc.,sei:t'ica.tion of t£_:i2 family: J3Lldget CLetermined by 
F alone, from it0m 115. 
I11 u.eterLlines v~i1.at he shall keel) for his uv1n e:xpenoes 
and I·Vhat shall be t;iven to F 
( i) 
( ii) 
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Types defined: pp. 291-292. 
I3el1avioure.l clatCJ, :;:·or clo..ssifying cases: 
\!iwtht:r tn.". :B' 1 s ;:J~.rt in the <iirection 
pp. 291-292. 
and instruction 
of the children exceedeti such intervention as 1I 
in vi ted and ·\rvhc:.t v;as mai~o inescapabl~; by the 
zi tuation of being left alone v;i th them, ancl whether 
it rivulled tl1e part played by the ]fl. 
(iii) Cleseificatiun uf this fwaily: Minimum porticioation 
( i) 
( ii) 
(iii) 
( i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
( i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
by F, frm~1 it6u 34. 
1? has no regular s u.pe:rvis ion of the chilciren and 
&~ives no directives of anv routine kind. He will, 
;hen invited by ll, play the rol~ of "the strong 
ar·n of the law 1' • 
J:t\JH CIIILJJEC~lT 
Types defined: p. 300. 
:Beklavicurc;.l cJ.at~ l'or cl8.St:ifying C<1GCS: p • .300. 
·:.ihetJJer the p(~:.r.:-_,nts consciously- strove to show 
affection fur the children or excused themselves 
fro:£1 dc;ing so. 
ClciE2.i.f'i::::~~tion of this fa:rnily: Paret1ts demonstre:\te 
affection, from itetns 35-37, 55, 56, 61-63, El~ 82, 107 
3oth p&.rsnts r::c:_l:::e a point vf spenC1.ing 8~ lot of til;1e 
~r,'i th tll""· children ~~nd. c;;,re cxtrcl"tely open and 
expreE~i ve v.:i th th.eto. :c:~ven tl~ough IP' s a.tti tude to 
lS ic scnet :;: sarcastic f).nd soE_etimec slightly 
sadistic, it is also lcinclly, ::::~_ndnever C~istant, 
indifferent or rejecting. 
Types defined: y. 312. 
ioure .. l ,_,-~e.t.<:_1• for ;:;l8..S2if'~ring c~tE:~s: p. 312. 
\11l.et!v:::r or not the parents rigidly confined them-
selves to tl'H-.-ir own tc.sks, or frequently to ole over 
Cl,l1d hel.Pecl v,i th one anoth~;r 1 e duties. 
Claseification uf this family/ IHastic role adherence 
not shown, f'rum items 31-34, 55-5'l.bO, 78, 81, 82, 
o.nd 112 \tldrd pa.ragrap)1). 
InsiG.e matters e.re left to the 1I and outside matters 
to tje F almust in tl10ir entirety. ch parent 
taKes pride in being able to meet tbe requirements 
of his ur her role unaided. 
Types c.tefined: p. 296. 
J3ehavioure4l du,ta for clcu::eifying cases: p. 296. 
Vtbeti1er or not parents are api_JlJri::'lt; consciously 
formulated theori(~S of child development. 
Classifica-tion of this family: J:Tot employing e:xperi-
'11t::ntc-tl chil~- trc:.,ini:ug, fro'f~1 i tcms 107-109 [;end 114. 
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Paxents empha.size the subordination of the 
children to themselves, assert authority and 
exercise punishment, and ceek to ha7e them tr~:::_.i:Ied 
in thr_: trac.d.tional morc:.l 2.nci religious virtues. 
Unr1otic·::::ci, they i.12.cl l{ef)t lS ~,acre ur lese on a level 
~ith themselves, un~ consider this to h~ve been a 
rnir~ta.ke, o_nci are breaking him from it. 
AJ)?c~ISSIOU OJ? CHILD:Ft~J::r AED A!JOL:j1SC:~.~JJj;3 T;~ 
(i) Types defined: p. 236. 
(ii) Behavioural &ata for clusnifying cases: p. 286. 
(iii) 
Whether or not tbe children are admitted to the 
parc~ts' uonfid8ncu concerning matters of policy, 
~nd wl1ether or not the children are invited to 
taLe part in far;lily conferc:nce. 
C1ai'Bi.fic>ition of this fmci1y: ··:xc1usion of children 
from family control, frou i tens 33, 5·9, 85, ·105, 106, 
10::', 113 and 114. 
Al tf1ouc;b it is a p.r inc iple of yt e manageTnent of tl1e 
fwnily th~t 8ach ~2r8cn should please l1imself to a 
c§rtain extent, this liberty does not extend to the 
parents' inviting the children'e opinions on their 
decisions, ur inviting the children to participate 
in cJ.ecisions on matters affectine; t!1e vvhole househol 
18 had been allowed to fall into the habit of doing 
tl1eee tl1ings, and is now being checked. 
iflASTI~H 1'Y.PE 
( i ) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Types defined: pp. 328-332. 
Behavioural data for chcseifying caEes: pp. 328-332. 
r or not the parents pursue the sa111e or 
different vu.lut.::s through the family, t:-tnd, in the 
latter case, ~hethcr they eeparate out their diff-
erent interests &.;Jd. pursue the:r'i ihdependently, or 
do not separ~~te them out but u2e some overt or 
coYert co~·ruion tu m~_ucc the fc:Lmily serv2 their 
private ends. These thingE are shown by the 
presence or absence of legitimate control and the 
a,ccepts.nce of tl"~e leg~.tirnt-tte bounds of perscnal spac~ 
Claseifi8ution of tbio fru1ily: Identifica~ion type, 
fro·;'.J i tet:-:e as iven OVE-: for HCLn:.tily Control, anc!. also 
•t,'··~ -.,, e/ < Ll'' 44 61 60 /4 /9 °2 1' L J. ·:..:!.!;::; :.)'), .JO, _; 1 ·.), , , .::~, u, o, :.,.,., 1_2, llo 
Ths :f'orlil of control has bicen shown to be that of 
lsgi tinote patriarchy. 
1.1 r:~"nd F both enjoy a cunsid~rable ar·1ount of freedom 
F in sport, voluntar~~ \;ork i'or the Labour Movement, 
evenin~ clasres, reading and io listening; N in 
o•l . • 1. " .. l. t • T • 11 m-v1ew1ng, rea~1n~ aDu rad1o 12 e:11ng. ~elther 
be;rud;es tbc otlH:-r t~1ece liberties, s.nd it is an 
explicit principle of u•~ tL&t, for a satisfactory 
:L:.t;-nily, every per::; on eboL..ld. please l1 elf to a 
( i) 
( .. \ ll, 
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certain extente ~-':. is syupathetic_ally interested 
in those activities of F into which she cannot 
ent:::,r actively) e~nd is lceen to see him t::;et ahead 
in tbem. F ap~:~reciates 1l' s -r.-Jil1i:::gncFF to curt&.il 
he.r :f'reeclora for tJ:1e family' 2 good, tA11l~ e.ays that 
she ilwaye sives herself l&ct )riority. 
' '7" a.nu J -: . 
cases: pp. 340-341, 
her tbe parents' (il.l~;ro~~'cCb to t~-le chj_ld.ren w&.s 
:no . .rke::d by r,·arm.th, coupled -,,r;ith objective dietance 
and a principled sense of respou2ibility; or by 
careless di~tance, cumbin \lith exploitation of 
the child's affections; or by a suffoc:::Lting 
cloc,meee which C:,e)rived thr" child of emotional 
2.nri moral autonomy, 2ceking a poDer over his ~ill. 
(iii) Claf3Sification of' this f ly: \1a,rntt"J, objective 
aistancc and a nrinciuled sense of reEnoneibility 1 
froG itc·rcs c?.E: 
Affection for 
i",,-en above for Der:wnstration of 
Children I [;J:·.;.c.L ~::J __ lso i tet:18 r;o, 109' 
llO D~nci ll]. 
TlJe parents shov; V!D,rwth towe .. rdc 
the chilc-~rr::n, both of Yihich are 
t~e children anrl reciprocat 
and interest in 
al; '':re cia ted by 
E is careful to 
fjee t:klt the children &Y.'e free to lJlease thc'neelves 
to a certain extent. The parents do not refrain 
frum punishing the children f''rom f'eo,r of losing 
favour .._,~ri tl1 thee. By tl'-1ie J and in their supervision 
of .::-:tnd int:::;r:.;ct in t1'10ir scL_aol uhurcL e,,ctivit.ie 
thev 2bow a res;oneible concern for the perEonality 
~nd moral d~velopment of the children. 
HTTLR-SI:BLIFG TLI,ATIOHS 
(i) TypcE d ined: pp. 342 <Wd 360. 
(ii) Behavioural data for classifyin~ cases: 
360. 
( ' . ; \ ~ 1.,, I 
-,',-l'Jcth:_r, i"',:,;bi.tue_:Lly) tJ.~:e :rr;.~lb .. t:.cn;:; a_rc: PJ.s.rl<ed, 
;r om ntly, by jealousy. quarrelsomeneEs, 
selfishncse rivalry, in t!1e one Caf:e, or by 
frir::ndlinees, f!:enerosi ty, eo-~Jpcrs.tton 2.nd 
coneid~rationJ in the other. 
Jla2slfication of this family: l-';::col<int0ntlv 
friendl1•, fro~~ 1't~~Q Rq qr1 ,·JncJ -1··~6 
- " ,, ~'-' •.?_,' / ,,. ->--.. v • 
The chilciren p t_.L.r tr er b cre:.t r r-:<-;1 ;?nd are 
extre·ncly fond of one another. lD' s teasing, 
hO-"'i(::Vt:r, t=!,.UCl ;;;_l::;o l':c:::r t:::tY~:_cnc:; tc r3ttach herself 
to ht:r Br in :-;ic peer groups, e.re e_ sourc-e of 
irrits.tion to lS. 
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bce11 sa1a so far, I thin~ it ~ill begin 
to bf: clez. . r r1h'' I die:" ~-;ot cc-LEider it :?.:._:,~~,:r,opriate to tbe 
ccu:;e to e;o furtht::r in atten:ptir:u~~: to con!tri:.;nd the r i&.bi-1i ty 
of TGY mc::tbod .. In 1"Jarticu1~::,r 1 tbere VJere 2everal re::1.sons 
wt1y I di~ not uee th8 methud of having a~ditional judges 
assign the ilies to types. The first w~E the.t I &it 
Lot e.K_pect e. hi 
or, if it ~ere, I suspect 
ing index of reliability. 
eecun6 re&Gon for not using a6diticnsl jtzdces v;as 
a practical one. Since the r;rc-Yc\iuisi te for rn.aking the 
type: j vE: :ntc \"-.'c:.c complete fexnilis.rity VJitb all the case 
ibly lung task for me to prepare all tt1e roughly-written 
cu.Ee s.tuC~ice in a .Presentable .form for a second person to 
use. For) although all the ca;:.e studies v:cre sub-<iivicied 
t:~_nc: ind&xeCt in such a v.'ay D,S to allov; 1~1e to find. comparable 
inform~.-t.tion for the numb2red i terns of the caee study printed 
in Appendix B, tht:;~r hu.ve not bct·:n redrafted in that same 
i' ini shed. form, It is not inconceivable th~ .. t to put so many 
it tcolc to ~~·~·rite the thesis itself, rtnd ce.rly in the ane.lysie 
I VJae vd.vi2ed. againt:t llevvting su rnuch time to an intermeciiat! 
step. H~d I intended fru1~ tllf' outset to luive my judgments 
checked, Yay proce~urL2 ·both of ~U8~tioning nD~ recording 
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~ith ~Y ~nalytical cate~ories. 
tJ:-1ird and uoe.t irnport;;:..:_nt rea.oon :ior· not LHd.ng 
a{}d_i tional ju6.t;es was the insuper3.:J2.c obstacle presented 
;·or me b:r the logic: of t:uut prvccc~ure. 
from adcpting it, becauEe I s2nse_a eubttrfuge in the 
pruce~~~u.rc VJbicll rend,~re it invalid. As f's.r etc I s.m oJJle 
to understand it, it seeu1s tone nut to r:l2aEure relic!.bility, 
\'.chatever else it may measure. J3ut tf1i~~ ca.lls for some 
diseuse ion. 
::eo have t-"~,·o or rn.ore judbCG clLesify the sax.rlt:. data by 
the same criteria, b ievint:; it possible that come variabilit 
may occJr betwetn then, 1:;.eans that each may unclersta.11d the 
criteria differently becau.ce of tLe ine.x.actnees of those 
criteria 1 or that they may understand the data differently, 
or both. For a te.et of reliability 1-ve r:Juot :'ule cut of 
considerc;~tion tho compon,;:~nt ~~ihich has to cio VJi th varie,bility 
in underst.:?dlG.in; tbe: dc~.t2, c .i.nce a test of :r·elia.bili ty cn..11 
only be tnade by repeated rr1' asu.ret:nents on prr"_:cisely tl1e earne 
object: it is the ve~riability i_r::. the a1easuring instrurnent 
~c are c0ncerned with. If J'r> caw1ot obtain a constant 
cbject, \\'e have to prcte~1d it is constc:,nt. 
It is ad~·l~i tt>2dl:r not eB..S;/ to knuv7 hov! to examine the 
lo,zical lJr01>ertics of thie :r;rouc-;dure. Jahocia, Deutsch and 
Cook regard t~e practice of using additional judgee as being 
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analogous to tl1s test-retest mt~thod~ But the test-retect 
mctt10d lacks the element of deliberateltr contrived 
d.iff'srence which . . . ~s Hl2.ue use of in the proceC:Lure of having 
cLifferent ju~ges. It would eeen1 to me that the practice 
in the equ.iva,lent formr::: 1nf:::thod. of testint; for reliability. 
The analogue or tl1e test-retect rnetho~ would be to ask the 
saxne l)erson to clD.E·2·ify his cc:.:::..-es tv .. ·ice, in orG.,;r to dis-
cover \Nhetflcr any ru.nclom variE.,bility occurred ir'1 his 
un.d~t:rstanding of !:~is ovvn criteria from one time to another. 
It seems thu.t if v;c a.ttct.ch any ~;pecific importe __ nce c.,t all 
to h&~ving a cif'fc::."ent l>:rson make the clacsificLttion, rather 
C'Xp;_ct it is 1JoLeible tha.t the t17o peroons may unr:~cr2tond 
the criteria ~ifferently not because of ranJum 6i~ferences 
') 
but beco.use of s~·ctemc:.tic differenuss bctv>ieen thernG - they 
:n;_;;_.y iJe people, fer cXEt:mple, of' entirc;ly divergent rclit:;ious 
or pvli tical o,;,.:;inions, or uf d.iffcring e~cs:J..lernic scl1ools of 
thou5ht, so t~-:cG..t their un6.erstanding of vvords o.ncl concepts 
1 Jahoda, lr., Deutsch, ll., ~nd Cook, S. 11 Research Methods 
in Social R~lations with Zspccial 3eference to Prejudice'' 
Dryien Press, N.Y., 1951, p. 105. 
2 I G.lJ. usint; 11 systematic 11 and nrandomY llere in the sense 
cumroocly gi vc:n to the vvorc-~s in ~·Jl:::thodological O~iscusGions 
Systernatic errors CJ,rc cc:n2tc7.nt or b:L~:tsing errors which 
affect c-;vt:.:ry particular juC~gment or measure in the same 
way, r~1~u~ errort are v~riable errors. 
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another in a fc:,"irly pervasive e.ud. constant vvay. Thus the 
t1Nc constructivn_e vk .. ich t:1ey place un t~u:: cri terie, becuroe, 
in effect, nequivale-r:..t :L'orms". J?or t{2is reb-son, it seems 
better to regc.rd the procedure 8,8 h;; .. ving the logical 
properties of tll&t met~od oi testing for reliability. 
As Loevin;er1 !Jas trenchantly pointed out, and both 
c. Sp earrna,n e .. n d Ir 'l Cl -... e .. L ey...; J.1ave admitted, tl1is method 
a b8lief cr point of view of 
the inv-:::oti&:ator", , ti:H-tt the t\r.:o iorms or 
tvJo halveE of [~, te:ct corrsltiteLl s.:re "eclually 
trJetBorthy uca2\rrce 11 . ' 4 
is c i r cul&~r, a.r!.d calls f cr the abandon:-nen t of the practice. 
uf cul:teri'L~ge, Spearman o.n<i Kc~i.lcy can proc.:eed to cor:m1end it 
It seems that it is only by his designation of the tests 
v-,,ard off LJ.. full realization o.f' tt1e abeurdi ty. But trust-
~orthineee i2 r~l ili ty r~-urely 
' sin1ilccritr ,-; . nJ. excellence in tbio res1)ect ~.;;;.-hic~1 he i'':1JlLss ..... 
1 evingcr, Jane, ibid. 
2 Spear·ma_n, C. 11 CC>l'relD.tion Cc~~.lculated f:co:;1 ~B'ci.ulty Duta. 11 • 
IE 33ritish Jou.rnu.l ycbology, Vol.j, l9C9-l910,PP.271-
3 Kelley, T.L. 11 ThE-: Helit-;.bility Goci'ficie:1t 1§. In 
ychomotrika, Vol. 7, 1942, pp. 75-33. 
4 Loevinger, Jsne, ibid., pp. 9-10. 
5 If it shoul~ b said tl~ it is ' 1 e~unl validity 1t t~~at is 
Llf"thJ.t here, I '•'I0u.ld. not ,:trongl~;' ohjcct, unle.se it is als 
.ir:~plicU thc.t tl~:c'.t !-~J;::EU1S ti1a:t "c'--1 uc.~.l :rclL.:4.bility 11 is not 
mec-1.nt. :B\Jr t tv1o thinr:f: aTe r1ot ss seoD.rc~.ble as that. 
8iuply bcc.~i.ULe 'i;'(~ b.re <.::i.'ble tc bive theu s~pD.rs.tc cLefinitio 
Sc;"yin:..': Ve:.tlid.itv is thie. L.l1<.l l~eliCLbilitv ip t;.-:~:,t 1':'':> n1r·J''l·.'l ~ W >I "'-- ~.-'--v J ,.,,_ 'Y •'-'"' 
(Ctd. foot of p.S~6) 
J.L' tl- -.,,_cr:t~-,~ function r::xlr.;;t is })l'LI'·.'~(1~:tL:tte to the 
concept r0li~bility, 8nd :urtlJc.r, r1ot ohly that they 
exist bL1t ti-1c·.t tl1e:,r u:te ~'Va.i ·i)J.c· 1) ()T8 a ·l-:li.2D,~:U1'8 
o.::- re1 ility ie _poEsible. )GSi"G \l,UGf;tion, 
r;:·:tc;-; .. t :i'unctiull Gf' t t\';0 f: --~t;:-: of LL.·D.f:::UI"C2 X1 ~:.lld .1:2) 
COtten by t~.-;iCt:~· Lh::<:~;XU.I'ing the BE.t:··~e inci .. i\fid.uaJ.s, r;.nd. 
cvnccivt::c.. ·Ji' <.:t;3 tcJ:J)inc, th(~ r::-:-.;;-_.:t_c; funcLs.r.tentL-11 [';..bility, 
is the bt;·st :n.ee.::.·ure of rclL::J)ility? I'urther, e--ither 
x1 ;)_nC~ ;:·,ust ·\JG ju.(~--G>::CL .§;., priJ2.£1:. tu be ecually 
·r·-· .. 1 ~,:,~ol~ \! ·JV ···ul)s·~-'c+-'l+ic,---1 r'··nr~ ai-''11'Ui" 1 lv +r;·,,·~+-,c--r·l-l-lu!l )1 
.• I, . .J-.>.V, ...._..... '-,)' ··- u" '-'1. u.~'Vi v "':!: jo.l.. V l.o '-"'·" V\:, !¥. lr~ J 
--;:,,.,, ••-.,.--•(_ , ... ,:- + •,, ,.,> ... 1 • .,.,., 1· '-) .•• _,_ .\'"1·' 1·--· ·· ,,.:: r.--,,, ,-,.~;_,_L-ll c,; UJ.. '--'"1'--' <~-·Jl..Lll."; JY l.ut .. vLc .•h::. dUv Svt-.lC 
nunb;_:.r ti:u- C <),2 T~li::?,ble c~~~y r:Ub2titutiun for 
''as cxcellent'1 ) &L t!1c Gtber .... This act of 
a _yriuri_ j is inherent ..... 11 l 
the ubj cct e;f \'tLicl·2 i;:; to este .. bli:3h tbe negree uf reliabili t~ 
uf one jud~e'2 un~eretan6in~ uf cert~in crit2ria, ~ill be 
th the first's. If v;e knuw these t0o values we do not 
(Ctd. fr0m p. 535) 
not suppose tt1at t~1ey do not inter-pcoetr&t0. For a 
U!.68.~~L~re to be Vt.\lid it iJ:USt be free frOL'l botb SS7 ::_tcr.n.;;:;;,tic 
errore- £tnd the random errorf: -v<-:ich c:r.ff~::ct reliability. 
Validity, therefore, presupposes religbility, and a 
lilSClSL,tre cc;.tFlClt be v:.:; . ..lid if it is nvt eo reliu.ble~ 
l Ke-lley, T. L., ibiJ_., p. 76. 
nLed to rna.ke the test to fincl uut one of thern, uncl if rre 
{~LO not lcnov/ tb_Blil VIe ce,.nnot mc:u:e tbe test. 1 
T.h.e correlatio~1 betv.'cen t sin~le j uclgw.c11 ts v1hich 
t field 
canf 1clel1 t 1 vr ternatively, by bein~ rna~e u~Ire~scJnably 
~re nut Qoin~ sc becau[e it is thereby pr0ved reliable 
1 I:t' it ir:3 sai""~ ti::<:"t v~e c:.:.:~n Kl10\·'i tlie co2~1parctti ve V&ll..:tcs of 
tv,o mt&-~uret: t-.·ith·Jt:d, lcnowins the 11 FLbsolute 11 value vf si tl1er 
I ~·.-ou.l6. point out t~·Ju,t \'d:'i can only du so by c;.cicjpting f:!ome 
convention~).l scc-"le (:~LtC£1 c-1r: t"lc .. kin[; ont:: of tL.e 1;1easures 
unity D .. ncl l::.:.-~precr:ing the other o,s t~- Lrc:;.ction or uul tiple 
of it), anci uny t'u.lH~olute 1 t sc~:;_.le is lik:::;\;i~E-: conventiunD.l 
u_fter all. -;;l:J !1:u2t have knov:lede~e of (;Uanti ties in so.m_e 
form. :Jut Zt.-lUh ,u,n ob,jection, if it 1vere raised, v,ould 
not be relr:vo.nt to tb.e caoe, f;_;r V>'e o;.re not starting r1ith 
a guLsE of th2 relative VGlu~s of' two reliabilities with 
tht aim of cunverting t~.is into a mcuEure of' one in the 
units uf c~n GJ)t:vlute scale. Our :t'inc .. l e~;timo_te is itself 
puxely a cor:rc-lation, that is to St!~j· a relational r,1.easure 
of tl·H-; s Lnilt:tri ty sting bet-~~een the tv;u values. VJe 
a.re therciure as~uraing t~1ut Be alr kno\·1 tlJe thing 
that is tc be fuund out. 
2 I uaJcrEtsnd perception in th0 way rubce defines it, 
as ''sensaticn plus inference•'. For inE ce, he gives 
the fcllov-.•in.<-~, E:Aatz1Ule2 uf' the child t s C.s,wnin; .. oovd::r of no-.~c·---~·"tl' rn• <--t!rl1ll':·t" l-1"1' Q ·::: '"1"'-_(~ ,-- C''-Y'' +·,,·--·t' .,.)Y·'c~r.--:'\'"Te l' s l:"' '- ~ C!_~_; V , J.. 0, v ,._, t:; V C,>.,.; CL (:;t,.._ 1 v Jr_,. ~' .1. c.."-' U. _ 
the arm of m~' chs.ir; tl':!u..t red l i r,:.cctrll 1.-: top. 11 
(Larrabee, H.A., ibid., p. 143). 
c~ t:'"-tirc:t cle;·acnt intu ti-:te t:,rc-un6_s of acc~::)tabili ty of 
scientific -v--orl::.- to applicability and rer)et1tability vve 
add b{-.:reet1ent in perception. ~Ci1is tenc\.(::ncy to <:-t~.:-reement 
on the part of tv,;o judges in ti·2e.ir perce_t)t.ion of a nu..lTlber 
of separat,:;; instc~,nces, is quite a different tl:1ing f'ro;:;:;. a 
tendency to\·Je,rci;~ centruli ty in repeated mc~u::ur erclen ts 
(whc.·tl1cr tt1cse be maC_e by vne jUC1f;t~ or sevtral) on the 
sa::ne object, the meucurew.ente being m<:Hle by following a 
preecribeci measuring or observational procedure. The 
latter iE the ''agreement• which belongs to reliability 
e.nd not the former. There seems to be no way uut of this, 
tht~ fvrm:er if;~ y_uite a dif'ferfnt thing. "Nhere v:e depsnCL 
upon such s..€:-_,reerr~cnt, ·,-ve c-~.,re not concluding that the 
criter-ia GD ure sufficiently ex~ct tor neasurements 
made VJith thern to be reliable. are admitting, rather, 
ments and volr:<_tile c:uta, and. c;.J1 inability, therefvre, to 
ehov1 reliability~ ~e will be 28.tisfi2d instead with 
e.gree1;1ent in a series uf o.ircct perceptions on tte part 
of Eeparate judgECs, that ,, i2 & cac:e of x, q_ a case of y, 
GJ'lCL r a caee of z- V.'tere, pos~?ibly, x, y ci,nd z are 
indefinite concepts 011ly now being brougl•t into visibility. 
In other v.:ords, if 2L,meonc cl2e c2n be fuund v1ho thinks 
like the person in question, we can crust that person's 
thinking. 
As the perceptions of some men in any particular 
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sphere are uuch euunL.er than tLuse of others 1 aud as the 
history of science shorE that the accv£"ncement uf knowledge 
has largely aepended on this inequality of perception 
bet-ween one person and anutl1er, I find myself unable to 
ad~~mit agreements of this kind. as E<- third esround of the 
acceptability of ncientific vvork. \'lhile it is the final 
end of ecience to me .. ke .~:cnov;l edge public, it v,ivuld seem 
Eelf-defeating to exclude knowledge from consid~ration if 
it could not first be shown to be public by earning abree-
r,1ent from othE~-rs. Concc:ived as z"' test of Liimissibili ty, 
then, tbE practice of ht.~ving addi tiona.l judges Eectas to 
we pre:rno.t~.tre, c..nd it could be detrimente.l to the growth 
of knowledge if made ~Jandatory. 1 
It duc·s seer:1 thb .. t tbe practice of having c:.dC.:..itional 
judt;es has a certain interest if it is not con~eived as 
!';,. test. It can eerve as an illustration of v.hat occurs 
1 Zander c;;_uotec from the report on a eeries of studies on 
observer reliability w{Jich were made by Thomas, Loomis 
and Arrington. These authors reached the conclusion 
thctt "relie.bili ty cannot be determined by one simple 
measure of c.gre<ement between two equally trained 
observers." This report was not available to me, so 
that I was not able to explore the groc<nds on which the 
conclusion rested, but, in view of the considerations I 
have presented, I do not find t!Je conclusion which tbese 
workers reached surprising. 
(Zander, it. !tSystems.tic Observation of GriJ.all J?ace-to-
]'ace Gruups ." Chapter 15 of "Research ':Tethods in Social 
}telations, v:ith Especial Reference to Prejudice", by 
Jalloda, M., Deutsch, :i'L, and Cook, S.Vi., editors. 
Dryden Press, lT.Y., 1951, p. 531. Zander quotes there 
t'rl.'m Thomas, D.S., I!oOFLis) A.I.::., and Arrington, R.:.:J., 
''Observational Studie2 of Social S2i1aviour", Vol. 1, 
Socie~l Behaviour J?atte.rns, Yale University Inetitute of 
Human i~<Olations.) 
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in the normal course of events, by sbovling how much 
communica.tion actually passes from one person to c;.nother, 
hovv far J3 learns to think like A. However, ,;;;,,s the outcome 
of that process depends c;.s much on B 1 s c;.bili ty and willing-
ness to learn as on A's ability to teach (if it does not 
also depend on E hc;_vinfs learned what A lmOv'iS from a source 
independent of A), it would be wrong to attribute either 
succese or failure in the result to A alone. 
A person's reason for com,·dtting his rC"suliB to writing, 
of ccurse, is that he hopes to effect such communication. 
My manner of' setting out the material in the thesis was 
d.eeigned with the idea in mind of cummunicating my thought 
as fully and clearly as I could. As an exercise to find 
out how much communication occurred in one case, e. person 
was asked to read the thesis as well as tl1e case study 
printed vlith it, but was not to lei the wao's in v1hich I had 
claseifiEd the caee study. Then, using the criteria given 
in the thesis (wl,ich I havE: summarized in the middle part 
0f this appendix) this person assi€';ned the family described 
in the caee study to the various types, including the 
master type. To du this l.tas taken many spare hours. In 
the outcome we found that this person's clae:cification of 
the family Vk~S the same as my own for the master type and 
:for all except one of the simple types. The exception was 
in the matter of the parents' main non-obligatory contact. 
I bad. judged that the main contact was in primary relations. 
- :i4l -
This person considEred that, al the; ugh the Classificatory 
criteria were clear enough, the data did not indicate one 
thing more than the other. Vlhile it was plain that the 
mother's contacts were mainly of a primary nature, primary 
relations and voluntary association seemed of equal import-
ance to the father, if voluntary a sse, cia tion did not 
actually take priority. It seemed impossible, therefore, 
to make a single classifica.tion for the parents jointly, 
<cmd it war: preferred not to make any. I had been con-
fronted with the same ci.ifficulty but had decided that, 
although kinsfolk and voluntary e.seociation claimed about 
eC[ual attention frorn the father, the former claimed more 
of his time, so that the balance seemed to svting in the 
direction of primary relations. 
I have eccid that if we are using different judges 
to test for reliability we are only concerned with variab-
ility in their understanding of the classificatory criteria 
end that we must rule out of consideration any differences 
in their understanding of the data. But the operation is 
such that theee elements cannot be separated, and this givN 
th<o test a concealed ambiguity. I have also said that the 
operation comes, in the end, not to a test of reliability 
but to a teEt of how much agreement exists between two 
persons. It seems likely that in accepting work on the 
grounds of tLis agreement in perception we may slip across 
from concern with the criteria to concern with the data, 
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and really lean on the teet to demunstrate how far the 
judges agree in their understanding of the data. In 
placing reliance on the test we probably vacillate more 
or lese unthinkingly between these tv;o things. But, in so 
as our concern is with the judges' understanding of the 
data, we do not even intend to use the test to measure 
reliability, but to test something ''wre like validity. 
lie use it to find out whether or not something which a 
person clai!ilS to report, as a result of certain observation 
really exists - not to find out v.hether he consistently 
recognizes it for the se.me thing. 
We look for asEurance or demonstration in this way 
because we cannot afford to be deceived by those who are 
thewselves deceived. But, again becli.use of the inequality 
of perception which exists between one person and another, 
it seems to ms that the way to discriminate between those 
who are deceived and those who are not is different from 
asking v;hether others can already be fGund who agree with 
them. Rather, we slJO~tld ask thoo e who seek to show us 
sometl-~ing to analyze for us, ac far as the exactness of· 
the case permits, the elements of v1hat they have perceived, 
so that, by seizing on those elements which are more 
familiar, we mie;ht be enabled to discover their association 
with the unf&"lilie.r whole. Vie can insist that they tell us, 
along with v1ha t they have seen, how it was shown. n· they 
are deceived, this discipline will expose the fact. If they 
are not deceived, but groping, it will show whether they 
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will need tu study and describe the data more exhaustively 
before they can share their knowledge by objectifying what 
they have intuited. 
The assumptions disclosed in the discussion now con-
cluded have been aired to show the whole orientation from 
which the present work was conceived, without meaning to 
suggest that those asc'Umptions have any n'ore finality than 
assumptions can urc'Linarily claim. For the reasons given, 
they seom to me the soundest basis on which to build. I 
feel fairly confident, too, that they will mal'e a fertile 
ground for sociological knovoledge. They admit new thought, 
which often begins intuitively, v;ithout disregarding the 
need for its ultimate objectification. By strescing that 
science 111ay lean on ap .licability for its acceptance as 
well as on repeatability, they remove the pressure towards 
triviality which can arise from thinking that only precisely 
repeatable work is sci •en tifically respectable. For these 
rec.sons the c>.ssu,:Jytions uw).<crlying tllis thesis may play a 
part in bringing together some pruper companions which 
recently seemed fated to sterile sep<iration. They may 
help to reunite theoretical with empirical sociology, and 
the old sociology with the new. 
